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Part One: Mental AwarenessPart One: Mental Awareness

 Security AwarenessSecurity Awareness
 EthicsEthics
 ProfessionalismProfessionalism
 Professional ImageProfessional Image
 Public RelationsPublic Relations
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Security AwarenessSecurity Awareness

 SECURITY AWARENESS is an attitude held by security personnel and SECURITY AWARENESS is an attitude held by security personnel and 
non-security client employees, which places a high value on detecting, deterring non-security client employees, which places a high value on detecting, deterring 
and reporting security exposures such as crime, safety hazards, fire hazards, and reporting security exposures such as crime, safety hazards, fire hazards, 
theft, intrusions, and vandalism.theft, intrusions, and vandalism.

 With security awareness, security personnel protect the client’s With security awareness, security personnel protect the client’s 
employees, property, guests and image and assist the client’s personnel and employees, property, guests and image and assist the client’s personnel and 
visitors.visitors.

 With security awareness, non-security client employees are aware of the With security awareness, non-security client employees are aware of the 
security program’s goals and methods and support the security program, abiding security program’s goals and methods and support the security program, abiding 
by its policies.by its policies.

 Employees have constant contact with their immediate surroundings, Employees have constant contact with their immediate surroundings, 
more so than security people.  So, employees can help detect:more so than security people.  So, employees can help detect:

 Fire hazards (faulty electrical equipment, combustible materials)Fire hazards (faulty electrical equipment, combustible materials)

 Crime, theft and violence potential (strangers in the area, unobserved Crime, theft and violence potential (strangers in the area, unobserved 
exits)exits)

 Safety hazards (worn out equipment, obstructions, dangerous spills, faultySafety hazards (worn out equipment, obstructions, dangerous spills, faulty
alarms)alarms)
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Three steps you should take when you notice a potential hazard:Three steps you should take when you notice a potential hazard:

 Identify itIdentify it

 Report it to your supervisorReport it to your supervisor

 Discuss it with your supervisor, to come up with a solution that eliminates Discuss it with your supervisor, to come up with a solution that eliminates 
the problemthe problem

How to cultivate security awareness among client employees:How to cultivate security awareness among client employees:

 Conscientious, visible security officersConscientious, visible security officers

 Fair enforcementFair enforcement

 Let people know the reasons why – the types of misfortunes that can be Let people know the reasons why – the types of misfortunes that can be 
preventedprevented

 Recruit employee support during hiring process and through periodic Recruit employee support during hiring process and through periodic 
memorandums, meetings and presentationsmemorandums, meetings and presentations

SECURITY OFFICER ETHICSSECURITY OFFICER ETHICS
Consequences of unethical or unprofessional behavior:Consequences of unethical or unprofessional behavior:

 Being snubbed by colleagues and superiorsBeing snubbed by colleagues and superiors
 Passed over for promotionPassed over for promotion
 TerminationTermination
 Revocation of Security Officer LicenseRevocation of Security Officer License
 Civil and criminal liabilityCivil and criminal liability

Security Officer Ethics Involve:Security Officer Ethics Involve:
 Exemplary conductExemplary conduct
 Maintaining a safe and secure workplaceMaintaining a safe and secure workplace
 Proper dress, grooming and hygieneProper dress, grooming and hygiene
 Impartial, fair, non-discriminatory toward everyoneImpartial, fair, non-discriminatory toward everyone
 Respond to client’s and employer’s needsRespond to client’s and employer’s needs
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Security Officer Ethics Involve:Security Officer Ethics Involve:
 Enforce all lawful rules and policiesEnforce all lawful rules and policies
 Strive for professional competenceStrive for professional competence
 Respect the client’s private property and that of employeesRespect the client’s private property and that of employees
 Protect confidential informationProtect confidential information
 Good liaison with Firefighters, EMTs, Peace Officers and Police OfficersGood liaison with Firefighters, EMTs, Peace Officers and Police Officers

Making ethical decisions to solve problems – working with your SupervisorMaking ethical decisions to solve problems – working with your Supervisor

 Identify the problemIdentify the problem
 Determine required time frame for solutionDetermine required time frame for solution
 Consider the desired outcome(s)Consider the desired outcome(s)
 Identify all optionsIdentify all options
 Choose the best optionChoose the best option
 Implement decisionImplement decision
 Ongoing evaluationOngoing evaluation

Causes of Unethical BehaviorCauses of Unethical Behavior
 Security officer is financially unstableSecurity officer is financially unstable
 Security officer has poor character (not screened)Security officer has poor character (not screened)
 Resistance to change (not embracing new training)Resistance to change (not embracing new training)
 Fatigue (taking shortcuts; path of least resistance)Fatigue (taking shortcuts; path of least resistance)
 Sexual conflicts of interestSexual conflicts of interest
 Conflicts of interest caused by moonlightingConflicts of interest caused by moonlighting

Elements of ProfessionalismElements of Professionalism
 Good manners (don’t interrupt, give praise, stand when greeting)Good manners (don’t interrupt, give praise, stand when greeting)
 Professional appearanceProfessional appearance
 Integrity (doing the right thing)Integrity (doing the right thing)
 Seek professional educationSeek professional education
 Vigilance (helping protect employees, guests, property and image)Vigilance (helping protect employees, guests, property and image)
 Embrace your training opportunitiesEmbrace your training opportunities
 Helpfulness (provide superior customer support)Helpfulness (provide superior customer support)
 Accumulate experienceAccumulate experience
 Strive for excellenceStrive for excellence
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Security professionals are:Security professionals are:

 Informed about the professionInformed about the profession
 Honest, precise, exact, detailed and factualHonest, precise, exact, detailed and factual
 Alert and observantAlert and observant
 Impartial and objectiveImpartial and objective
 Accommodating and responsiveAccommodating and responsive
 SincereSincere
 Loyal Loyal 
 Hard-workingHard-working

Professional ImageProfessional Image

 Dress in full uniformDress in full uniform
 Polished black shoesPolished black shoes
 Black beltBlack belt
 Dark socksDark socks
 Be sparing with jewelry, makeup or cologneBe sparing with jewelry, makeup or cologne
 No purses for womenNo purses for women
   Clip-on tie (safer than regular tie)Clip-on tie (safer than regular tie)
 Wear only approved coats or jacketsWear only approved coats or jackets
 Your breast badge should always be visibleYour breast badge should always be visible
 Clean body hygiene, hands, fingernailsClean body hygiene, hands, fingernails
 Hair short, combed, trimmedHair short, combed, trimmed
 Observe your employer’s facial hair policyObserve your employer’s facial hair policy
 Wear your cap on patrolWear your cap on patrol
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Professional ImageProfessional Image

 Positive attitudePositive attitude
 Alert at all timesAlert at all times
 Professional body languageProfessional body language
 Correct EnglishCorrect English
 Good mannersGood manners

Public RelationsPublic Relations

 Any time you interact with clients, guests, the media, or the public, you areAny time you interact with clients, guests, the media, or the public, you are
involved in PUBLIC RELATIONS.involved in PUBLIC RELATIONS.
 Public relations involves face to face contact, the telephone, and Public relations involves face to face contact, the telephone, and 
documents in writing.  The type of PR you’ll be involved with most frequently is documents in writing.  The type of PR you’ll be involved with most frequently is 
face to face.face to face.
 The Security Officer is frequently the first point of contact with the public.The Security Officer is frequently the first point of contact with the public.

3 Main Purposes of Good Public Relations3 Main Purposes of Good Public Relations

 Protect the client’s imageProtect the client’s image
 Establish and maintain good willEstablish and maintain good will
 Make it easier to accomplish your job tasksMake it easier to accomplish your job tasks

You may need to establish good public relations with:You may need to establish good public relations with:

 Fellow officers and SupervisorsFellow officers and Supervisors
 Client staff and guestsClient staff and guests
 Delivery personnel, truck drivers, cabbies, train crewsDelivery personnel, truck drivers, cabbies, train crews
 Police, Fire, EMTPolice, Fire, EMT
 ContractorsContractors
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You may also need to establish good public relations with:You may also need to establish good public relations with:

 Client Executives and Security ManagerClient Executives and Security Manager
 Union members and officialsUnion members and officials
 JuvenilesJuveniles
 Crime victimsCrime victims
 Media personnelMedia personnel
 The general publicThe general public

Interacting with the MediaInteracting with the Media

 Direct the media to your client’s public information personDirect the media to your client’s public information person
 Never give an interviewNever give an interview
 Do not say “No comment”Do not say “No comment”
 Never be rude to the mediaNever be rude to the media

Public Relations TechniquesPublic Relations Techniques

 Give superior serviceGive superior service
 Greet people and welcome them.  Ask “How may I help you?”Greet people and welcome them.  Ask “How may I help you?”
 Be attentive to the other person’s needsBe attentive to the other person’s needs
 Show empathy and respect to people who have complaintsShow empathy and respect to people who have complaints
 Be a helper; be responsive; VOLUNTEER to help othersBe a helper; be responsive; VOLUNTEER to help others
 Remember people’s names and address them by nameRemember people’s names and address them by name
 Be understandingBe understanding
 Appear truly concernedAppear truly concerned
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 Good professional appearance and imageGood professional appearance and image
Public Relations TechniquesPublic Relations Techniques

 Make the person feel secureMake the person feel secure
 Skillfully redirect the person into appropriate behavior, rather than bully Skillfully redirect the person into appropriate behavior, rather than bully 
themthem
 Never tell someone they are wrong; don’t argue; empathizeNever tell someone they are wrong; don’t argue; empathize
 Be comfortingBe comforting
 Be a “can-do” problem-solverBe a “can-do” problem-solver
 Accentuate the positiveAccentuate the positive
 Give only relevant information as requestedGive only relevant information as requested
 Be a pleaserBe a pleaser
 Be businesslikeBe businesslike
 Show respect; make the other person feel importantShow respect; make the other person feel important
 Be polite, pleasant, and hospitableBe polite, pleasant, and hospitable
 Never be unwilling to help (avoid the “that’s not our job” syndrome)Never be unwilling to help (avoid the “that’s not our job” syndrome)
 Know the inner workings of other departments besides security, so you Know the inner workings of other departments besides security, so you 
can make referralscan make referrals
 ““Win-Win” mutual needs satisfaction, not “Win-Lose”Win-Win” mutual needs satisfaction, not “Win-Lose”
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Part Two: Routine Daily DutiesPart Two: Routine Daily Duties

 Post OrdersPost Orders
 PatrollingPatrolling
 Observation and MemoryObservation and Memory
 Report WritingReport Writing
 CommunicationsCommunications
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Post OrdersPost Orders

 Each work site to which you will be assigned will have a set of POST Each work site to which you will be assigned will have a set of POST 
ORDERS at the main security desk.ORDERS at the main security desk.
 The Post Orders explain your duties and the client’s expectations of The Post Orders explain your duties and the client’s expectations of 
Security Officers.Security Officers.
 You must read and sign the Post Orders.  You are responsible for the You must read and sign the Post Orders.  You are responsible for the 
information therein.information therein.
 Review the Post Orders periodically for new updates and to refresh your Review the Post Orders periodically for new updates and to refresh your 
memory.memory.

Post Orders include: Post Orders include: 

 Officer’s duties, by day of week, shift, and timeOfficer’s duties, by day of week, shift, and time
 How to make patrol rounds; clock key locationsHow to make patrol rounds; clock key locations
 Telephone procedures and employee phone directoryTelephone procedures and employee phone directory
 Emergency procedures and phone numbersEmergency procedures and phone numbers
 Post opening and closing proceduresPost opening and closing procedures
 Access control proceduresAccess control procedures
 Alarm systems mapAlarm systems map
 Emergency exits mapEmergency exits map
 Daily Activity Reports, Incident Reports, etc. – how to fill them outDaily Activity Reports, Incident Reports, etc. – how to fill them out
 Truck gate proceduresTruck gate procedures
 Parking lot / traffic control proceduresParking lot / traffic control procedures
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Purposes of Patrol:Purposes of Patrol:

 Detect and prevent fire, safety and health hazardsDetect and prevent fire, safety and health hazards
 Detect, prevent and deter theft, intrusion, vandalism, or other criminal or Detect, prevent and deter theft, intrusion, vandalism, or other criminal or 
unauthorized activityunauthorized activity
 Investigate as directed by the central alarm panel, dispatcher or Investigate as directed by the central alarm panel, dispatcher or 
supervisorsupervisor
 Assist plant employees or managementAssist plant employees or management
 Test and inspect the physical security systemTest and inspect the physical security system
 Observe and report unusual eventsObserve and report unusual events
 Respond to emergencies or outagesRespond to emergencies or outages
 Observe and report violationsObserve and report violations

Type of Foot PatrolsType of Foot Patrols

 Internal (conducted inside the facility)Internal (conducted inside the facility)
 Stationary (done within a restricted area)Stationary (done within a restricted area)
 Security/Fire (inspecting fire alarms and alarm doors)Security/Fire (inspecting fire alarms and alarm doors)

Types of Mobile PatrolsTypes of Mobile Patrols

 External (yards, streets, sidewalks, parking lots)External (yards, streets, sidewalks, parking lots)
 High Visibility (to deter security threats)High Visibility (to deter security threats)
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2 Major Principles of Patrol2 Major Principles of Patrol

 Vary the routeVary the route
 Vary the timeVary the time
 These measures are to prevent your patrols from becoming routine and These measures are to prevent your patrols from becoming routine and 
predictablepredictable

Preparing for PatrolPreparing for Patrol

 Get to know the client facility wellGet to know the client facility well
 Electrical controlsElectrical controls
 Doors and windowsDoors and windows
 Emergency equipmentEmergency equipment
 TelephonesTelephones
 Water shut-off valvesWater shut-off valves
 Fire alarms and extinguishersFire alarms and extinguishers
 Hazardous materialsHazardous materials
 Review any new reports, logs, or memorandums from previous shiftReview any new reports, logs, or memorandums from previous shift
 Inspect your vehicleInspect your vehicle
 Check your flashlight and watchman clockCheck your flashlight and watchman clock
 Will your pen still write? Do you have a field notebook?Will your pen still write? Do you have a field notebook?
 Are you required to use a hard hat, earplugs, or safety glasses?Are you required to use a hard hat, earplugs, or safety glasses?
 Do you have your keys? Whistle? Radio or cell phone?Do you have your keys? Whistle? Radio or cell phone?
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To enhance your ability to detect unusual situations:To enhance your ability to detect unusual situations:

 Become familiar with the central alarm station (alarms and CCTV screens)Become familiar with the central alarm station (alarms and CCTV screens)
 Get to know the people in your patrol environment (professionally, not Get to know the people in your patrol environment (professionally, not 
personally)personally)
 Note existing cracked windows, doors ajar, scrape marks near doorknobs,Note existing cracked windows, doors ajar, scrape marks near doorknobs,
etc. so they don’t present a false alarmetc. so they don’t present a false alarm
 Check the maintenance tags on equipmentCheck the maintenance tags on equipment
 Get to know the maintenance and janitorial personnel and their Get to know the maintenance and janitorial personnel and their 
proceduresprocedures

Communication while on PatrolCommunication while on Patrol

 Listen before speaking into the radioListen before speaking into the radio
 Depress the speak button for a moment before and after speaking, to Depress the speak button for a moment before and after speaking, to 
avoid truncationavoid truncation
 If an extended conversation is required, use the radio to request a landlineIf an extended conversation is required, use the radio to request a landline
 Speak clearly and a little slower than normalSpeak clearly and a little slower than normal
 Avoid unnecessary chatterAvoid unnecessary chatter
 Do not use foul language (plenty of neighbors have scanners)Do not use foul language (plenty of neighbors have scanners)

Tips for all Patrols (Foot and Mobile)Tips for all Patrols (Foot and Mobile)

 Conduct a radio check before leavingConduct a radio check before leaving
 Communicate periodically with BaseCommunicate periodically with Base
 Avoid distractions; be observantAvoid distractions; be observant
 Use your field notebook; later, write accurate reportsUse your field notebook; later, write accurate reports
 Be cautiousBe cautious
 Avoid being silhouetted (especially on foot patrol)Avoid being silhouetted (especially on foot patrol)
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Tips for Vehicular PatrolTips for Vehicular Patrol

 Don’t play the commercial radio loudDon’t play the commercial radio loud
 Avoid smokingAvoid smoking
 Park behind suspicious vehicles or at an anglePark behind suspicious vehicles or at an angle
 Park legallyPark legally
 Do not transport others unless told to do soDo not transport others unless told to do so
 Keep the windows open slightly (so you can hear and smell)Keep the windows open slightly (so you can hear and smell)
 Don’t use the flashing lights or the siren unless there is a genuine Don’t use the flashing lights or the siren unless there is a genuine 
emergencyemergency
 Use spotlights carefullyUse spotlights carefully
 Inspect your vehicle before leavingInspect your vehicle before leaving
 Lock your vehicle if you leave itLock your vehicle if you leave it
 Use sight, hearing, and smellUse sight, hearing, and smell
 Drive slowly and safelyDrive slowly and safely

Observation and MemoryObservation and Memory

 SeeSee
 HearHear
 SmellSmell
 TouchTouch
 TasteTaste
 RememberRemember
 Assist your memory with field notebook and penAssist your memory with field notebook and pen
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Exercise to Develop your MemoryExercise to Develop your Memory

 Study a photograph in a magazine.  Then put it down, and write down all Study a photograph in a magazine.  Then put it down, and write down all 
your observations.  Then go back and compare.your observations.  Then go back and compare.
 As you become more accurate and complete, reduce your observation As you become more accurate and complete, reduce your observation 
time slightly and try again.time slightly and try again.

Remembering FacesRemembering Faces

 HairHair
 ForeheadForehead
 EyebrowsEyebrows
 EyesEyes
 NoseNose
 Cheeks and Cheek BonesCheeks and Cheek Bones
 MouthMouth
 ChinChin
 ComplexionComplexion
 NeckNeck

Remembering the Whole PersonRemembering the Whole Person

 HairHair
 Face, Eyes, ComplexionFace, Eyes, Complexion
 AgeAge
 SexSex
 HeightHeight
 Weight and BuildWeight and Build
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Remembering the Whole PersonRemembering the Whole Person

 HatHat
 ShirtShirt
 Coat or JacketCoat or Jacket
 Tie, Turtleneck or CollarTie, Turtleneck or Collar
 Pants or SkirtPants or Skirt
 Shoes, Socks/StockingsShoes, Socks/Stockings
 AccessoriesAccessories

Purposes of a Field NotebookPurposes of a Field Notebook

 Portable directory of contact and emergency names and phone numbersPortable directory of contact and emergency names and phone numbers
 Write down details of an incident or observationWrite down details of an incident or observation
 Refresh your memory when you return to baseRefresh your memory when you return to base
 Assist in writing security reportsAssist in writing security reports
 Detect inconsistencies in eyewitness statementsDetect inconsistencies in eyewitness statements
 Investigative aidInvestigative aid
 An indication of officer’s work and competenceAn indication of officer’s work and competence

Features of a Field NotebookFeatures of a Field Notebook

 Cloth or glue bound, not loose-leaf (so pages cannot be inserted or Cloth or glue bound, not loose-leaf (so pages cannot be inserted or 
removed)removed)
 Pages numbered sequentiallyPages numbered sequentially
 Protected by a coverProtected by a cover
 Small enough to fit in your pocketSmall enough to fit in your pocket
 Large enough to write easilyLarge enough to write easily

Your Field Notebook Should Contain Phone Numbers of:Your Field Notebook Should Contain Phone Numbers of:

 Security Headquarters / Field OfficeSecurity Headquarters / Field Office
 Police, Fire, EMTPolice, Fire, EMT
 Local hospitalLocal hospital
 Labor RelationsLabor Relations
 Security SupervisorsSecurity Supervisors
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 Client SupervisorsClient Supervisors
When Using a Field NotebookWhen Using a Field Notebook

 Review your notes carefully before writing your reportReview your notes carefully before writing your report
 Make notes as soon as possible after observation or incidentMake notes as soon as possible after observation or incident
 Be legibleBe legible
 Avoid abbreviationsAvoid abbreviations
 No personal notesNo personal notes
 Do not rip out pagesDo not rip out pages
 Use all pages and spacesUse all pages and spaces
 Be completeBe complete
 Do not erase an error; draw a line through it and initial itDo not erase an error; draw a line through it and initial it
 Be systematicBe systematic
 No personal opinionsNo personal opinions

At the scene of an incident note the following:At the scene of an incident note the following:

 First observations of the scene, including sketchesFirst observations of the scene, including sketches
 Your actions at the sceneYour actions at the scene
 The actions of others at the sceneThe actions of others at the scene
 Results of any property searches or personal searchesResults of any property searches or personal searches
 Name, phone, and address of all persons involvedName, phone, and address of all persons involved
 Names of the other security personnel at the sceneNames of the other security personnel at the scene
 Names and badge numbers of police, fire, EMTs at the sceneNames and badge numbers of police, fire, EMTs at the scene
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The Purpose of ReportsThe Purpose of Reports

 Document routine patrols and what you observed on patrol (shift report)Document routine patrols and what you observed on patrol (shift report)
 Accurate and permanent recordAccurate and permanent record
 Document the shift – all duties carried out and events that occurred (shift Document the shift – all duties carried out and events that occurred (shift 
report)report)
 Detecting problem areasDetecting problem areas
 Basis for later statistical dataBasis for later statistical data
 Document a special occurrence (incident report)Document a special occurrence (incident report)
 Indication of officer work and competenceIndication of officer work and competence

Security Reports Must Be:Security Reports Must Be:

 ClearClear
 AccurateAccurate
 CompleteComplete
 ConciseConcise
 LegibleLegible
 PromptPrompt

6 Essential Elements of a Report6 Essential Elements of a Report
 WhoWho
 WhatWhat
 WhenWhen
 WhereWhere
 Why (not opinion; facts only)Why (not opinion; facts only)
 How (not opinion; facts only)How (not opinion; facts only)
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Security Reports are Intended for:Security Reports are Intended for:

 Your Shift SupervisorYour Shift Supervisor
 Your Site CommanderYour Site Commander
 Security Headquarters / Field OfficeSecurity Headquarters / Field Office
 Your client contactYour client contact
 Possibly the courts (civil or criminal)Possibly the courts (civil or criminal)

Shift Reports (Daily Activity Reports)Shift Reports (Daily Activity Reports)

 Distribute information from the Security Department to other departmentsDistribute information from the Security Department to other departments
 Inform your superiors of conditions at your facilityInform your superiors of conditions at your facility
 Point out problems and potential problemsPoint out problems and potential problems
 Provide details to superiors and authorities of various events and Provide details to superiors and authorities of various events and 
conditions that need their attentionconditions that need their attention
 Suggest improvementsSuggest improvements

Incident ReportsIncident Reports
 Safety concernsSafety concerns
 Report violationsReport violations
 Disciplinary mattersDisciplinary matters
 Medical responseMedical response
 Fire investigationsFire investigations
 Theft investigationsTheft investigations
 Eyewitness statementsEyewitness statements
 Traffic accidentsTraffic accidents

Every Report Should Include:Every Report Should Include:

 Reporting officer’s name, date, shift start and end times, locationReporting officer’s name, date, shift start and end times, location
 Executive SummaryExecutive Summary
 Detailed chronologyDetailed chronology
 Follow-up actions still pendingFollow-up actions still pending
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Report Writing TipsReport Writing Tips

 Don’t rushDon’t rush
 Third person (“He entered the hallway.”)Third person (“He entered the hallway.”)
 Legible handwritingLegible handwriting
 As soon as possible after the observation or eventAs soon as possible after the observation or event
 Not later than end of shiftNot later than end of shift
 Use your field notesUse your field notes
 Black ink (copies better than blue ink)Black ink (copies better than blue ink)
 Past tensePast tense
 Detail events in chronological orderDetail events in chronological order
 When paraphrasing do not use quotation marksWhen paraphrasing do not use quotation marks
 Good spelling and grammarGood spelling and grammar
 Polite choice of wordsPolite choice of words
 Do not include opinions, just factsDo not include opinions, just facts

After Writing the ReportAfter Writing the Report

 Re-read (proofread)Re-read (proofread)
 If you see a mistake, do not erase it; draw a single line through it, initial it, If you see a mistake, do not erase it; draw a single line through it, initial it, 
and then write the correct information in a nearby marginand then write the correct information in a nearby margin
 If extensive corrections are needed, rewrite the reportIf extensive corrections are needed, rewrite the report
 File the report in a safe, secure, confidential place where your Supervisor File the report in a safe, secure, confidential place where your Supervisor 
will find it.will find it.
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Effective Communications Must Be:Effective Communications Must Be:

 ConciseConcise
 AccurateAccurate
 TimelyTimely
 ClearClear
 CompleteComplete
 FactualFactual
 PolitePolite

Problems with 2-Way Radios:Problems with 2-Way Radios:

 Short battery lifeShort battery life
 Frequent breakdownsFrequent breakdowns
 ExpensiveExpensive
 Failure to operate in dead spotsFailure to operate in dead spots
 Shared frequencies may have outside trafficShared frequencies may have outside traffic
 BulkyBulky
 Still, 2-Way Radios are indispensable to security workStill, 2-Way Radios are indispensable to security work

When on the Radio:When on the Radio:

 Be courteousBe courteous
 Hold the microphone 2-3 inches away from your faceHold the microphone 2-3 inches away from your face
 Speak across the microphone, not directly into itSpeak across the microphone, not directly into it
 Know areas of interferenceKnow areas of interference
 Make sure no one else is broadcastingMake sure no one else is broadcasting
 Point antenna straight upPoint antenna straight up
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When on the Radio:When on the Radio:

 Speak slow and lowSpeak slow and low
 Broadcast only essential information, brief and to the pointBroadcast only essential information, brief and to the point
 If signal is garbled, walk a few feet away and try againIf signal is garbled, walk a few feet away and try again
 Be clearBe clear
 Plan your messagesPlan your messages
 Conduct radio checksConduct radio checks
 For lengthy conversations, use the radio to request a landlineFor lengthy conversations, use the radio to request a landline
 Use 10 codes if neededUse 10 codes if needed
 If your radio system relies on repeaters, hold down the transmitter button 2If your radio system relies on repeaters, hold down the transmitter button 2
seconds before and after speakingseconds before and after speaking
 Use unit numbers for identifying personnelUse unit numbers for identifying personnel
 Use feedback to verify message receivedUse feedback to verify message received

When on the Radio Do Not:When on the Radio Do Not:

 Express anger or sarcasmExpress anger or sarcasm
 ArgueArgue
 Broadcast over othersBroadcast over others
 Use big words or rare wordsUse big words or rare words
 Broadcast long messagesBroadcast long messages
 Use personal namesUse personal names
 Use humor or horseplayUse humor or horseplay
 Use abbreviationsUse abbreviations
 ScoldScold
 Transmit alarming informationTransmit alarming information
 Use profanityUse profanity

Common 10 CodesCommon 10 Codes

 10-4 Message received OK10-4 Message received OK
 10-5 Request radio check10-5 Request radio check
 10-9 Repeat10-9 Repeat
 10-13 Meet (unit) (location)10-13 Meet (unit) (location)
 10-18 Proceed with caution10-18 Proceed with caution
 10-19 Go to (location)10-19 Go to (location)
 10-20 What is your location?10-20 What is your location?
 10-21 Call me on the phone10-21 Call me on the phone
 10-22 Crime in progress10-22 Crime in progress
 10-23 Please stand by10-23 Please stand by
 Check with your employer for other 10 codes you should know.Check with your employer for other 10 codes you should know.
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When on the Phone Do Not:When on the Phone Do Not:

 Talk too much (listen more)Talk too much (listen more)
 Eat or drinkEat or drink
 Cover the receiver to talk to coworkersCover the receiver to talk to coworkers
 Allow yourself to get distractedAllow yourself to get distracted
 Chew gumChew gum
 Leave the customer on hold for a long timeLeave the customer on hold for a long time

When on the Phone, Identify:When on the Phone, Identify:

 YourselfYourself
 Your department (e.g. “Security”)Your department (e.g. “Security”)
 (If it is an outside caller) your client corporation(If it is an outside caller) your client corporation

ListeningListening

 Concentrate on the speakerConcentrate on the speaker
 What does the caller want?What does the caller want?
 Provide feedbackProvide feedback

When acting as a Receptionist, your telephone voice must be:When acting as a Receptionist, your telephone voice must be:

 PleasantPleasant
 PositivePositive
 PolitePolite
 InformedInformed
 PatientPatient
 CalmCalm
 CaringCaring
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When acting as a Receptionist, your telephone voice must be:When acting as a Receptionist, your telephone voice must be:

 ConcernedConcerned
 ProfessionalProfessional
 SincereSincere
 Moderate speedModerate speed
 Moderate pitch (slightly lower than your normal voice)Moderate pitch (slightly lower than your normal voice)

Telephone SecurityTelephone Security

 Do not give out confidential information or promise to do soDo not give out confidential information or promise to do so
 Do not give out home phone numbers or addressesDo not give out home phone numbers or addresses

Rude CallersRude Callers

 Ignore it; don’t take it personallyIgnore it; don’t take it personally
 Control your temper; don’t argueControl your temper; don’t argue
 Listen for any veiled or implied threatListen for any veiled or implied threat
 If there is a threat, keep the caller talking while you write down as much If there is a threat, keep the caller talking while you write down as much 
information as possibleinformation as possible
 Identify the reason for a rude callIdentify the reason for a rude call
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Taking Phone MessagesTaking Phone Messages

 Listen carefullyListen carefully
 Echo the caller’s messageEcho the caller’s message
 Tell caller to whom you are going to route the messageTell caller to whom you are going to route the message
 Tell caller approximately when message should reach its recipientTell caller approximately when message should reach its recipient
 Write down your name, caller name, recipient name and department, and Write down your name, caller name, recipient name and department, and 
substance of message, clearly and accuratelysubstance of message, clearly and accurately

Multiple CallsMultiple Calls
 Handle one call at a timeHandle one call at a time
 Prioritize urgent callsPrioritize urgent calls
 Answer all calls quicklyAnswer all calls quickly
 Offer to call back or put on holdOffer to call back or put on hold
 If putting on hold, explain it may take several minutesIf putting on hold, explain it may take several minutes
 If necessary, jot down which caller is on which extensionIf necessary, jot down which caller is on which extension
 Get the caller’s number (in case of disconnection)Get the caller’s number (in case of disconnection)

Other Communications IssuesOther Communications Issues

 Emphasize two-way radios and cell phones; use pagers only as backupEmphasize two-way radios and cell phones; use pagers only as backup
 When announcing into an intercom, do not speak loudWhen announcing into an intercom, do not speak loud
 If you hear an intercom announcement and can’t make it out, call dispatchIf you hear an intercom announcement and can’t make it out, call dispatch
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Part Three: Special Types of SecurityPart Three: Special Types of Security

 Theft PreventionTheft Prevention

 Physical SecurityPhysical Security

 Alarm and Access TechnologyAlarm and Access Technology
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Theft PreventionTheft Prevention

 Theft is the largest percentage of asset lossTheft is the largest percentage of asset loss

 Theft by employeesTheft by employees

 Theft by the general publicTheft by the general public

Why People StealWhy People Steal
 Financial gainFinancial gain
 Desire to have the item in questionDesire to have the item in question
 The challenge – daredevilThe challenge – daredevil
 Retaliate against unpopular management policiesRetaliate against unpopular management policies
 Finance an addictionFinance an addiction
 Psychological disorderPsychological disorder

Opportunities for employee theft arise from:Opportunities for employee theft arise from:

 Negligent Security OfficersNegligent Security Officers
 Lax employee ethicsLax employee ethics
 Using an accident or arson as a diversionUsing an accident or arson as a diversion
 Using company vehicles to store itemsUsing company vehicles to store items
 Using waste containers to store itemsUsing waste containers to store items
 Management creating resentful employeesManagement creating resentful employees
 Failure to lock up storage areas or exterior doorsFailure to lock up storage areas or exterior doors
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Warning Signs of Impending TheftWarning Signs of Impending Theft

 Employee who watches officer for a long timeEmployee who watches officer for a long time
 Overly friendly employeesOverly friendly employees
 Hole in perimeter fenceHole in perimeter fence
 Out-of-place item concealed in a strange or unusual locationOut-of-place item concealed in a strange or unusual location
 Adjustment of clothingAdjustment of clothing
 Bulges in clothingBulges in clothing
 Excess number of portable, desirable items in the work areaExcess number of portable, desirable items in the work area
 Car strangely parked near a storage areaCar strangely parked near a storage area
 Employee bringing in a knapsack or large bagEmployee bringing in a knapsack or large bag
 DiversionsDiversions
 Arms held in an unusual mannerArms held in an unusual manner
 An employee walking on the far side of a groupAn employee walking on the far side of a group
 A door that is normally locked is propped openA door that is normally locked is propped open
 Employees loitering in storage areasEmployees loitering in storage areas
 Company vehicle parked out of placeCompany vehicle parked out of place
 Unusual walk, stiff leg or armUnusual walk, stiff leg or arm
 A vehicle parked unusually close to an entrance or exitA vehicle parked unusually close to an entrance or exit
 Book or magazine folded as if to conceal a small itemBook or magazine folded as if to conceal a small item
 Employees loitering in restricted areasEmployees loitering in restricted areas
 Shifting packages from side to sideShifting packages from side to side
 Employees in a hurryEmployees in a hurry
 Personal clothing carried in a bundle or ballPersonal clothing carried in a bundle or ball
 Employees holding tools or materials not used for their normal dutiesEmployees holding tools or materials not used for their normal duties
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Preventing TheftPreventing Theft

 Although catching thieves is important, PREVENTING theft is even MOREAlthough catching thieves is important, PREVENTING theft is even MORE
importantimportant
 Know what types of items can be brought onto company property (for Know what types of items can be brought onto company property (for 
example, a knapsack may not be allowed)example, a knapsack may not be allowed)
 Learn what marking system, if any, is used to mark equipment.Learn what marking system, if any, is used to mark equipment.
 Security Officers may help make Inventory CountsSecurity Officers may help make Inventory Counts
 Learn what can be stolen – make a list of stockroom, outbuilding, sales Learn what can be stolen – make a list of stockroom, outbuilding, sales 
floor, office and parking lot itemsfloor, office and parking lot items
 Check company vehiclesCheck company vehicles
 Use contacts with employees to gauge employee morale (when morale is Use contacts with employees to gauge employee morale (when morale is 
low, theft increases)low, theft increases)
 Perform random searches if company policy allows itPerform random searches if company policy allows it
 Know whose signatures are authorized for Property PassesKnow whose signatures are authorized for Property Passes
 Look behind shelved merchandiseLook behind shelved merchandise
 Examine storage rooms and broom closetsExamine storage rooms and broom closets
 Check goods entering and exitingCheck goods entering and exiting
 Check garbage containersCheck garbage containers
 Lock and key controlLock and key control
 Routine searches must be done at staggered timesRoutine searches must be done at staggered times
 Develop informants by gaining respect of key employeesDevelop informants by gaining respect of key employees
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When You Suspect TheftWhen You Suspect Theft

   Follow your security agency’s policy and client policyFollow your security agency’s policy and client policy
 When in doubt about search policy, ask your SupervisorWhen in doubt about search policy, ask your Supervisor
 An error on your part could result in termination and / or court actionAn error on your part could result in termination and / or court action
 Your attitude must be professional and non-threateningYour attitude must be professional and non-threatening
 Bear in mind: Company managers and executives sometimes bring Bear in mind: Company managers and executives sometimes bring 
company laptops, etc. home.  Hourly employees do not.company laptops, etc. home.  Hourly employees do not.

 Individuals are protected by the 4Individuals are protected by the 4thth Amendment against unlawful searches  Amendment against unlawful searches 
and seizures.  There must be a just and probable cause to search and seize.and seizures.  There must be a just and probable cause to search and seize.
 To presume intent of theft, some overt action or circumstance must be To presume intent of theft, some overt action or circumstance must be 
present to show wrongful intentpresent to show wrongful intent
 Request the employee to step aside into the gatehouse or security office Request the employee to step aside into the gatehouse or security office 
or alongside the security deskor alongside the security desk
 Ask the employee for identificationAsk the employee for identification
 Ask the employee to take out whatever is in the package, pocket, or bulge Ask the employee to take out whatever is in the package, pocket, or bulge 
in clothingin clothing
 If the employee refuses, advise him or her that their refusal is a violation ofIf the employee refuses, advise him or her that their refusal is a violation of
company policy and could result in detentioncompany policy and could result in detention
 Still remain professional, polite, and non-threatening to the suspectStill remain professional, polite, and non-threatening to the suspect
 Contact your Security Supervisor and the suspect’s supervisorContact your Security Supervisor and the suspect’s supervisor
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 Collect all allegedly stolen itemsCollect all allegedly stolen items
 If directed by Supervisor, detain suspect and call the policeIf directed by Supervisor, detain suspect and call the police

 Write an Incident ReportWrite an Incident Report
 Report verbally alsoReport verbally also
 Report to your Security SupervisorReport to your Security Supervisor
 Report to the suspect’s supervisorReport to the suspect’s supervisor

After Detecting TheftAfter Detecting Theft

 If employee property is involved, the decision to prosecute under criminal If employee property is involved, the decision to prosecute under criminal 
law is up to the victimized employeelaw is up to the victimized employee

 If company property is involved, the decision to prosecute is made by If company property is involved, the decision to prosecute is made by 
client managementclient management
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Physical SecurityPhysical Security

 First line of defense is the PERIMETERFirst line of defense is the PERIMETER
 Second line of defense is the exterior of BUILDINGSSecond line of defense is the exterior of BUILDINGS
 Third line of defense is INTERIOR CONTROLSThird line of defense is INTERIOR CONTROLS

Perimeter SecurityPerimeter Security

 Outside security lightingOutside security lighting
 Fencing, walls, barriersFencing, walls, barriers
 Clear demarcation of property line guarantees property owner’s rightsClear demarcation of property line guarantees property owner’s rights
 CCTVCCTV
 Vehicle and truck gatesVehicle and truck gates
 Parking lots patrolParking lots patrol
 Guard at booth identifying and monitoring incoming pedestriansGuard at booth identifying and monitoring incoming pedestrians

Exterior of BuildingsExterior of Buildings

 CCTVCCTV
 Access controlAccess control
 Locks and keysLocks and keys
 Intrusion alarmsIntrusion alarms
 Protective lightingProtective lighting
 Glazing (adding intrusion resistant surface to windows)Glazing (adding intrusion resistant surface to windows)
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Interior ControlsInterior Controls

 Electronic motion detectorsElectronic motion detectors
 Card access systemsCard access systems
 Lock and key systemLock and key system
 Intrusion alarmsIntrusion alarms
 Safes and vaultsSafes and vaults
 Protective lightingProtective lighting
 CCTVCCTV
 Locked document storage cabinetsLocked document storage cabinets
 Fire alarmsFire alarms
 Computer securityComputer security

Controlling accessControlling access

 PeoplePeople

 VehiclesVehicles

 PropertyProperty
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Entrance securityEntrance security

 Admit only authorized personnel with IDAdmit only authorized personnel with ID
 Discharged, suspended or laid off employees must be authorized by a Discharged, suspended or laid off employees must be authorized by a 
department, logged in as visitors, and escorted.department, logged in as visitors, and escorted.
 Record entrance and exit of all visitors and contractors.  Authorize them Record entrance and exit of all visitors and contractors.  Authorize them 
with a department, then issue a visitor pass.with a department, then issue a visitor pass.
 Check materials entering facilityCheck materials entering facility
 Check all outgoing packages, ensuring there is a valid Property PassCheck all outgoing packages, ensuring there is a valid Property Pass
 Check Exit Pass when employee exits at an irregular hourCheck Exit Pass when employee exits at an irregular hour
 Issue a Temporary ID to valid employees who forgot their ID cardIssue a Temporary ID to valid employees who forgot their ID card
 Employees on medical leave must obtain their doctor’s permission to visitEmployees on medical leave must obtain their doctor’s permission to visit
 Retirees are identified, logged in as visitors, and issued a Visitor’s PassRetirees are identified, logged in as visitors, and issued a Visitor’s Pass
 Do not accept a Warrant, Letter of Authority, or SubpoenaDo not accept a Warrant, Letter of Authority, or Subpoena
 Detain a Process Server at the entranceDetain a Process Server at the entrance

Vehicle or Truck Gate ProceduresVehicle or Truck Gate Procedures

 Ensure that only authorized vehicles enter and exitEnsure that only authorized vehicles enter and exit
 Maintain vehicle record logMaintain vehicle record log
 Collect and inspect all documents required for truck entranceCollect and inspect all documents required for truck entrance
 Lift gate arm, manually or by computer, for verified employees whose Lift gate arm, manually or by computer, for verified employees whose 
swipe card is missing or not workingswipe card is missing or not working
 Inspect exiting vehiclesInspect exiting vehicles
 Protect crossing pedestrians and automobilesProtect crossing pedestrians and automobiles
 Direct vendors, contractors, and emergency personnelDirect vendors, contractors, and emergency personnel
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Mechanical Security LocksMechanical Security Locks

 Single cylinder deadbolt (solid doors)Single cylinder deadbolt (solid doors)
 Double cylinder deadbolt (doors with windows.  Key must be used to enterDouble cylinder deadbolt (doors with windows.  Key must be used to enter
AND leave)AND leave)
 Vertical deadbolt (resists jimmying)Vertical deadbolt (resists jimmying)
 Captive double cylinder deadbolt (has a special removable thumb-turn Captive double cylinder deadbolt (has a special removable thumb-turn 
key, providing easy exit in emergencies)key, providing easy exit in emergencies)
 Cam locks (desk drawers, cabinets, lock boxes, etc.)Cam locks (desk drawers, cabinets, lock boxes, etc.)

Key ControlKey Control

 Maintain a Key Cabinet and Key Log at the main security deskMaintain a Key Cabinet and Key Log at the main security desk
 Keys issued only to authorized employeesKeys issued only to authorized employees
 Employees with keys may not pass the key to another employee without Employees with keys may not pass the key to another employee without 
authorization from Key Controlauthorization from Key Control
 Employees with keys are responsible for themEmployees with keys are responsible for them
 Lost or stolen keys are reported immediatelyLost or stolen keys are reported immediately
 Only Key Control may change or remove locksOnly Key Control may change or remove locks
 Unauthorized locks are removed and discardedUnauthorized locks are removed and discarded

Alarm System Operator AidsAlarm System Operator Aids
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 Visual display (newer – graphical; older – text only)Visual display (newer – graphical; older – text only)
 Sound deviceSound device
 Logging device (saves data to disk or tape)Logging device (saves data to disk or tape)
 Alarm and report printersAlarm and report printers
 Operator controls (keypad, keyboard, mouse or trackball)Operator controls (keypad, keyboard, mouse or trackball)

Alarm Sensors and DetectorsAlarm Sensors and Detectors

 Glass-break sensorsGlass-break sensors
 Stress detectorsStress detectors
 Balanced magnetic switch sensorsBalanced magnetic switch sensors
 Motion detectors (microwave, thermal, video)Motion detectors (microwave, thermal, video)
 Light sensorsLight sensors
 Grid-wire sensorsGrid-wire sensors
 Switch sensorsSwitch sensors
 Infrared sensorsInfrared sensors
 Biometrics detectorsBiometrics detectors
 Vibration sensorsVibration sensors
 Capacitance sensorsCapacitance sensors
 Laser system sensorsLaser system sensors
 Pressure matsPressure mats
 Pressure switch sensorsPressure switch sensors
 Doppler sensorsDoppler sensors
 Dual-technology sensor (ultrasonic or microwave, with thermal)Dual-technology sensor (ultrasonic or microwave, with thermal)

Anti-Fire TechnologyAnti-Fire Technology

 Fire alarmsFire alarms
 Flame detectorsFlame detectors
 Smoke alarmsSmoke alarms
 Sprinkler alarmsSprinkler alarms

Other Security TechnologyOther Security Technology
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 ID card readersID card readers
 CCTVCCTV
 Intercoms, telephones, radiosIntercoms, telephones, radios
 Alarm glassAlarm glass
 Photoelectric controlsPhotoelectric controls

Components of Computer-Controlled Access SystemComponents of Computer-Controlled Access System

 Electronic lockElectronic lock
 Strong door, no alternate entrancesStrong door, no alternate entrances
 Access credential database Access credential database 
 Credential readerCredential reader
 Decision-making processorDecision-making processor
 Monitoring and recording deviceMonitoring and recording device

Access ControlAccess Control
 Guard at entranceGuard at entrance
 Frequent patrols of outdoor or open areasFrequent patrols of outdoor or open areas
 Fences funnel visitorsFences funnel visitors
 ““No Trespassing” signsNo Trespassing” signs
 Identification of individuals (vocal or keypad codes, coded swipe card, Identification of individuals (vocal or keypad codes, coded swipe card, 
biometrics attribute)biometrics attribute)
 LocksLocks
 CCTVCCTV
 Alarm systemsAlarm systems

CCTV (Closed Circuit Television)CCTV (Closed Circuit Television)

 Hidden surveillanceHidden surveillance
 Identification for entryIdentification for entry
 Deterrent to crimeDeterrent to crime
 Permanent record of events on videotapePermanent record of events on videotape
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Central Security DeskCentral Security Desk

 Telephone and radioTelephone and radio
 Alarm consoleAlarm console
 Logging softwareLogging software
 Digital audio recorderDigital audio recorder
 Video surveillance monitors / recordersVideo surveillance monitors / recorders
 Hot line phonesHot line phones
 Key cabinetKey cabinet

Alarm ResponseAlarm Response

 Never assume it’s a false alarmNever assume it’s a false alarm
 Maintain radio contact as you respondMaintain radio contact as you respond
 If there is evidence of an intrusion, do not enter; call the police; notify the If there is evidence of an intrusion, do not enter; call the police; notify the 
main security desk; ask for backup.main security desk; ask for backup.
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Part Four: Special Types of Security (Continued)Part Four: Special Types of Security (Continued)

 Information SecurityInformation Security
 Traffic Control and Parking Lot SecurityTraffic Control and Parking Lot Security
 Crowd ControlCrowd Control
 Labor StrikesLabor Strikes
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Types of Critical InformationTypes of Critical Information

 Computer hardware and softwareComputer hardware and software
 Patent informationPatent information
 Design plansDesign plans
 New technologiesNew technologies
 Classified informationClassified information
 Research and Development program recordsResearch and Development program records
 DataData
 Experimental equipmentExperimental equipment
 Budget proposals and forecastsBudget proposals and forecasts
 Contract informationContract information
 Laptop computersLaptop computers
 Expansion and acquisition plansExpansion and acquisition plans
 Blueprints and drawingsBlueprints and drawings
 Strategic marketing plansStrategic marketing plans
 Legal strategies and briefsLegal strategies and briefs
 Trade secretsTrade secrets
 Product formulaeProduct formulae
 Mailing and client listsMailing and client lists
 Personnel informationPersonnel information
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Where is Sensitive Information Stored?Where is Sensitive Information Stored?

 Filing cabinetsFiling cabinets
 Laptop computersLaptop computers
 Desktop computersDesktop computers
 MinicomputersMinicomputers
 Mainframe computersMainframe computers
 Computer networksComputer networks
 Corporate intranetsCorporate intranets
 Microfiche machinesMicrofiche machines
 Brief cases and portfoliosBrief cases and portfolios
 Floppies, CDs and magnetic tapesFloppies, CDs and magnetic tapes
 Conference roomsConference rooms

Threat SourcesThreat Sources

 Misuse of passwords, sharing of log-on IDsMisuse of passwords, sharing of log-on IDs
 Disgruntled employeesDisgruntled employees
 Poor sorting of information and equipmentPoor sorting of information and equipment
 Malicious outsiders (hackers, crackers, pranksters)Malicious outsiders (hackers, crackers, pranksters)
 Inadequate personnel trainingInadequate personnel training
 Unauthorized information leaving the siteUnauthorized information leaving the site
 Inadequate or nonexistent security policiesInadequate or nonexistent security policies
 Corporate espionageCorporate espionage
 Poor procedures for disposal of sensitive informationPoor procedures for disposal of sensitive information
 Careless employeesCareless employees
 Copying computer software without authorizationCopying computer software without authorization
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Physical Security AspectsPhysical Security Aspects

 Building should be difficult to enterBuilding should be difficult to enter
 Offices should be even more difficult to enterOffices should be even more difficult to enter
 All computer hardware and software should be locked when not in useAll computer hardware and software should be locked when not in use
 Visual inspection of sensitive areas such as computer rooms, file cabinets,Visual inspection of sensitive areas such as computer rooms, file cabinets,
etc.etc.
 Check for wiretapsCheck for wiretaps
 Observe and report unauthorized use of computersObserve and report unauthorized use of computers
 Ensure proper paperwork for outgoing materialEnsure proper paperwork for outgoing material

How Computer Information May Be CompromisedHow Computer Information May Be Compromised

 Unauthorized accessUnauthorized access
 Unauthorized deletion of informationUnauthorized deletion of information
 Unauthorized modification of informationUnauthorized modification of information
 Destruction of information using a virus, worm or TrojanDestruction of information using a virus, worm or Trojan
 Someone masquerading as an authorized userSomeone masquerading as an authorized user
 Unauthorized withholding of informationUnauthorized withholding of information

Prevent Electronic Information from being Intercepted in TransitPrevent Electronic Information from being Intercepted in Transit

 Secure faxing, emailing, network transferSecure faxing, emailing, network transfer
 Restricted access to printersRestricted access to printers
 Encryption softwareEncryption software
 Wireless systems provide no evidence of interceptionWireless systems provide no evidence of interception

Methods of Attack Against Computer SystemsMethods of Attack Against Computer Systems
 ImpersonationImpersonation
 Cause a system crashCause a system crash
 Plant a virusPlant a virus
 EavesdroppingEavesdropping
 Delete system files on a PC, so Windows will no longer work properlyDelete system files on a PC, so Windows will no longer work properly
 Plant a wormPlant a worm
 Network spoofingNetwork spoofing
 Destroy informationDestroy information
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 Password crackingPassword cracking
 Steal informationSteal information
 Plant a Trojan HorsePlant a Trojan Horse
 Steal sensitive laptopsSteal sensitive laptops
 Overload the systemOverload the system
 Email hackingEmail hacking
 Steal sensitive floppies, CDs or tapesSteal sensitive floppies, CDs or tapes
 Denial-of-service attacksDenial-of-service attacks
 Tricking people into revealing their password (“social engineering”)Tricking people into revealing their password (“social engineering”)

Computer Security PoliciesComputer Security Policies

 Access controlsAccess controls
 Email securityEmail security
 Internet and Intranet securityInternet and Intranet security
 ““Lock up” computer roomLock up” computer room
 Password securityPassword security
 Backup and restore proceduresBackup and restore procedures
 Floppy, CD and magnetic tape securityFloppy, CD and magnetic tape security
 Fire vaultsFire vaults
 ““Lock down” PCs and terminalsLock down” PCs and terminals
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Goals of Traffic ControlGoals of Traffic Control

 Reduce accidentsReduce accidents
 Convenience for employees, visitors, contractors, cabbies, delivery Convenience for employees, visitors, contractors, cabbies, delivery 
personnelpersonnel
 Quick access for emergency vehiclesQuick access for emergency vehicles
 Handle occasional extra traffic load (special events)Handle occasional extra traffic load (special events)
 Maintain safetyMaintain safety
 Prevent speedingPrevent speeding
 Regulate trafficRegulate traffic
 Unblock long term problem spotsUnblock long term problem spots
 Relieve short term bottle-necksRelieve short term bottle-necks

Proper Clothing for Traffic Control DutyProper Clothing for Traffic Control Duty

 Protect against coldProtect against cold
 Protect against rainProtect against rain
 Allow for heat and humidityAllow for heat and humidity
 Luminous orange safety vest (at night)Luminous orange safety vest (at night)

Equipment for Traffic Control DutyEquipment for Traffic Control Duty

 Stop and Go signs or flagsStop and Go signs or flags
 FlashlightFlashlight
 WhistleWhistle
 Cell phoneCell phone
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 RadioRadio

Traffic Control TechniquesTraffic Control Techniques

 Stand in the center of the intersectionStand in the center of the intersection
 Whistle (use sparingly)Whistle (use sparingly)
 One long whistle blast means STOPOne long whistle blast means STOP
 Two short blasts means ATTENTIONTwo short blasts means ATTENTION
 Use standard, clear, forceful hand signalsUse standard, clear, forceful hand signals
 Always give emergency vehicles the right of way immediatelyAlways give emergency vehicles the right of way immediately
 No long chats with pedestrians or motoristsNo long chats with pedestrians or motorists
 Wait until there is a break in traffic before you allow a perpendicular driver Wait until there is a break in traffic before you allow a perpendicular driver 
to turnto turn
 Get tag and vehicle description of offensive drivers, jot down in field Get tag and vehicle description of offensive drivers, jot down in field 
notebook, then include in report laternotebook, then include in report later
 Coordinate the flow of traffic with that of adjacent intersectionsCoordinate the flow of traffic with that of adjacent intersections
 Stay alert at all timesStay alert at all times
 Wear a luminous orange safety vestWear a luminous orange safety vest
 You cannot arrest traffic violators (you’re not a cop)You cannot arrest traffic violators (you’re not a cop)
 Do not smoke, eat, or drinkDo not smoke, eat, or drink
 Control your temperControl your temper
 If traffic is light, pass 4 cars one way, then 4 cars the other wayIf traffic is light, pass 4 cars one way, then 4 cars the other way
 If traffic is heavy, pass 8 cars one way, then 8 cars the other wayIf traffic is heavy, pass 8 cars one way, then 8 cars the other way
 Regulate the flow of trafficRegulate the flow of traffic
 Assist people seeking informationAssist people seeking information
 Protect pedestriansProtect pedestrians
 Control and assist turning vehiclesControl and assist turning vehicles

Caution!Caution!

 A security officer should never attempt to control traffic until he or she has A security officer should never attempt to control traffic until he or she has 
received specific training in traffic control.received specific training in traffic control.
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Goals of Parking Lot SecurityGoals of Parking Lot Security

 Speak to lost driversSpeak to lost drivers
 Discourage speedingDiscourage speeding
 Immediately relieve bottlenecksImmediately relieve bottlenecks
 Reduce unauthorized parkingReduce unauthorized parking
 Control neighborhood juvenilesControl neighborhood juveniles
 Discourage loiteringDiscourage loitering
 Detour vehicles around an accidentDetour vehicles around an accident
 Discourage assault and theftDiscourage assault and theft

Parking Lot Security TipsParking Lot Security Tips

 Have night shift employees park close togetherHave night shift employees park close together
 Watch for speeding or parking violationsWatch for speeding or parking violations
 Frequently monitor parking lot with CCTV, foot patrols and/or vehicular Frequently monitor parking lot with CCTV, foot patrols and/or vehicular 
patrols, especially after darkpatrols, especially after dark
 Report loose gravel, potholes, ice, or significant snow accumulationReport loose gravel, potholes, ice, or significant snow accumulation
 Let entering motorists know they must always give the right of way to Let entering motorists know they must always give the right of way to 
emergency vehiclesemergency vehicles

Monitoring Parking LotsMonitoring Parking Lots

 Look for parking violatorsLook for parking violators
 Frequent patrolsFrequent patrols
 Look for vehicle lights left onLook for vehicle lights left on
 Watch for unauthorized use of the company dumpsterWatch for unauthorized use of the company dumpster
 CCTVCCTV
 Watch for assaultWatch for assault
 Look for vehicles parked in no parking zonesLook for vehicles parked in no parking zones
 Look for unauthorized vehiclesLook for unauthorized vehicles
 Watch for robberyWatch for robbery
 Watch for reckless driversWatch for reckless drivers
 Investigate anyone who appears to be having trouble entering a vehicleInvestigate anyone who appears to be having trouble entering a vehicle
 Look for stranded motorists (car won’t start)Look for stranded motorists (car won’t start)
 If giving jumpstart, first make motorist sign written Liability WaiverIf giving jumpstart, first make motorist sign written Liability Waiver
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Controlling Unruly CrowdsControlling Unruly Crowds

 Have a command post onsiteHave a command post onsite
 ObserveObserve
 Don’t lose your temper or be overbearingDon’t lose your temper or be overbearing
 Remove or isolate instigators before the crowd can achieve unity of Remove or isolate instigators before the crowd can achieve unity of 
purposepurpose
 If the crowd is evolving into a mob, call your Supervisor and the PoliceIf the crowd is evolving into a mob, call your Supervisor and the Police
 Show deference toward religious symbols and flagsShow deference toward religious symbols and flags
 Know your emergency action plansKnow your emergency action plans
 Maintain calmMaintain calm
 Don’t panicDon’t panic
 Fragment the crowd into small isolated groupsFragment the crowd into small isolated groups
 Note changes in crowd’s mood and attitudeNote changes in crowd’s mood and attitude
 Maintain and direct pedestrian and vehicular trafficMaintain and direct pedestrian and vehicular traffic
 Be neutral and impartial; don’t take sidesBe neutral and impartial; don’t take sides
 Remove the crowd’s leadersRemove the crowd’s leaders
 Keep an escape route open to prevent panicKeep an escape route open to prevent panic
 Look for trouble spotsLook for trouble spots
 Disperse persons who are loiteringDisperse persons who are loitering
 Do not respond to baitingDo not respond to baiting
 Use a recognized leader to restore calmUse a recognized leader to restore calm
 Respond immediately to shouting matches or shovingRespond immediately to shouting matches or shoving
 Stand outside the crowdStand outside the crowd
 Do not participate in unnecessary conversationDo not participate in unnecessary conversation
 When requesting backup, overestimate rather than underestimate your When requesting backup, overestimate rather than underestimate your 
manpower needsmanpower needs
 Remain highly visibleRemain highly visible
 Do not have body contact with crowd membersDo not have body contact with crowd members
 Divert the attention of the crowd by using a public address systemDivert the attention of the crowd by using a public address system
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If there is a FightIf there is a Fight

 Radio the command post and request backupRadio the command post and request backup
 If there are weapons, do not intervene; call the policeIf there are weapons, do not intervene; call the police

    
Security Officer Responsibilities During a Labor StrikeSecurity Officer Responsibilities During a Labor Strike

 Lock and key control; replace locks damaged by strikersLock and key control; replace locks damaged by strikers
 Escort visiting union membersEscort visiting union members
 Protect company propertyProtect company property
 Picket line surveillancePicket line surveillance
 Prevent pre-strike vandalismPrevent pre-strike vandalism
 Document threatening phone callsDocument threatening phone calls
 Protect management personnelProtect management personnel
 Protect and provide safe access for non-union employeesProtect and provide safe access for non-union employees
 Ask for police assistance at the picket during shift changesAsk for police assistance at the picket during shift changes
 Protect temporary employees and strike breakersProtect temporary employees and strike breakers
 Fire safety inspectionsFire safety inspections
 Cross the picket line only if necessary, and in a security vehicle, not on Cross the picket line only if necessary, and in a security vehicle, not on 
foot.  Have another Security Officer with you.foot.  Have another Security Officer with you.
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Part Five: Emergency SituationsPart Five: Emergency Situations

 Crisis InterventionCrisis Intervention
 Safety AwarenessSafety Awareness
 Fire PreventionFire Prevention
 Hazardous MaterialsHazardous Materials
 Emergency ResponseEmergency Response
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Disruptive Employees or VisitorsDisruptive Employees or Visitors

 Abusing alcoholAbusing alcohol
 Lost money gamblingLost money gambling
 Illness or injuryIllness or injury
 Just got fired, laid off, or disciplinedJust got fired, laid off, or disciplined
 Mental illnessMental illness
 Argument with spouseArgument with spouse
 Under stressUnder stress
 Emotional problemsEmotional problems
 Loss of a loved oneLoss of a loved one
 Substance abuseSubstance abuse
 Suffered an accidentSuffered an accident
 Anger or FrustrationAnger or Frustration
 Adolescent child out of controlAdolescent child out of control
 Financial problemsFinancial problems

Handling Disruptive PersonsHandling Disruptive Persons

 Always be alertAlways be alert
 Do not stand between the upset person and the exit, cutting him offDo not stand between the upset person and the exit, cutting him off
 Remain calmRemain calm
 Stand four feet awayStand four feet away
 Do not return angerDo not return anger
 Show respectShow respect
 Address the person by nameAddress the person by name
 Do not raise your voiceDo not raise your voice
 Act appropriatelyAct appropriately
 Do not argueDo not argue
 Be impartial and objectiveBe impartial and objective
 Listen to the upset person carefullyListen to the upset person carefully
 Stand to the side, not in front of, the upset individualStand to the side, not in front of, the upset individual
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Signs of Impending ViolenceSigns of Impending Violence

 HyperventilatingHyperventilating
 Gritting teethGritting teeth
 Foaming at the mouthFoaming at the mouth
 Opening and closing handsOpening and closing hands
 Eyes dilatedEyes dilated
 TensingTensing

To De-Escalate the SituationTo De-Escalate the Situation

 Let the person blow off steam with hostile language and gestures, but not Let the person blow off steam with hostile language and gestures, but not 
violentlyviolently
 Use calming verbal persuasionUse calming verbal persuasion
 Use physical restraint as a last resortUse physical restraint as a last resort
 Have a crisis management team in place (3 to 5 persons including the Have a crisis management team in place (3 to 5 persons including the 
Security Officer on duty)Security Officer on duty)

When it blows over…When it blows over…

 Don’t forget to write an Incident ReportDon’t forget to write an Incident Report
 Who, What, Where, When, Why, HowWho, What, Where, When, Why, How
 ConciseConcise
 CompleteComplete
 ObjectiveObjective
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 AccurateAccurate

Characteristics of AccidentsCharacteristics of Accidents

 UnexpectedUnexpected
 Harmful contact is madeHarmful contact is made
 An employee is sickened, injured or killedAn employee is sickened, injured or killed
 Work is stopped or delayedWork is stopped or delayed
 The employer has to pay through the noseThe employer has to pay through the nose

Causes of AccidentsCauses of Accidents

 Unsafe actions by workersUnsafe actions by workers
 Lack of safety policy, or not enforcedLack of safety policy, or not enforced
 Personal factors (attitude, alcohol or drugs, fatigue, physical problem, Personal factors (attitude, alcohol or drugs, fatigue, physical problem, 
mental problem, distracted by radio headset or conversation)mental problem, distracted by radio headset or conversation)
 Lack of safety trainingLack of safety training
 Unsafe conditionsUnsafe conditions
 Lack of safety awareness and motivationLack of safety awareness and motivation
 Lack of an emergency planLack of an emergency plan

When you observe a safety violationWhen you observe a safety violation

 Fix the problem if possible (unblock the exit)Fix the problem if possible (unblock the exit)
 Advise the workerAdvise the worker
 Record the worker’s nameRecord the worker’s name
 Notify your security supervisorNotify your security supervisor
 Notify the worker’s supervisorNotify the worker’s supervisor
 Incident ReportIncident Report
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Things to notice on patrolThings to notice on patrol

 Employees engaged in unsafe bending and lifting?Employees engaged in unsafe bending and lifting?
 Too much sun?Too much sun?
 Too hot, cold or humid?Too hot, cold or humid?
 Too noisy?Too noisy?
 Employees too confined?Employees too confined?
 Great heights without safeguards?Great heights without safeguards?
 Is there a defined public area for customers to wait in?Is there a defined public area for customers to wait in?
 Electrical fittings secure?Electrical fittings secure?
 Safe material handling and storage?Safe material handling and storage?
 Floors and walkways clear of tripping hazards?Floors and walkways clear of tripping hazards?
 Obstructed fire extinguishers?Obstructed fire extinguishers?
 Smoking in non-smoking areas?Smoking in non-smoking areas?
 Fences around pits and hazardous areas?Fences around pits and hazardous areas?
 Clear access to work areas and exits?Clear access to work areas and exits?
 Electrical and welding equipment safely used and stored?Electrical and welding equipment safely used and stored?
 Floors slippery with water, oil or grit?Floors slippery with water, oil or grit?
 Any broken glass?Any broken glass?
 Aisles or exits obstructed?Aisles or exits obstructed?
 Are contractors notified of any hazards in their work area?Are contractors notified of any hazards in their work area?
 Power tools properly used, cleaned, and stored?Power tools properly used, cleaned, and stored?
 Trash stored in proper receptacles?Trash stored in proper receptacles?
 Forklift operators speeding?Forklift operators speeding?
 Autos or trucks speeding?Autos or trucks speeding?
 Parking in fire lanes?Parking in fire lanes?
 People given inadequate training before they use equipment?People given inadequate training before they use equipment?
 First aid kits ill maintained or obstructed?First aid kits ill maintained or obstructed?
 Staircases dirty or obstructed?Staircases dirty or obstructed?
 Inflammable materials not stored in proper metal receptacles?Inflammable materials not stored in proper metal receptacles?
 Employees wearing personal protective equipment when needed?Employees wearing personal protective equipment when needed?
 All equipment inspected regularly? (check tags)All equipment inspected regularly? (check tags)
 Platforms and railings safe?Platforms and railings safe?
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 Are ladders, exits, stairways, electrical switch boxes, aisles and walkways,Are ladders, exits, stairways, electrical switch boxes, aisles and walkways,
        emergency equipment, first aid kits, or fire fighting equipment blocked?emergency equipment, first aid kits, or fire fighting equipment blocked?
 Do machines look dirty, have frayed wires or worn belts?Do machines look dirty, have frayed wires or worn belts?
 Are all hazardous substances identified, labeled, correctly handled and Are all hazardous substances identified, labeled, correctly handled and 
properly stored?properly stored?
 Adequate ventilation?Adequate ventilation?
 Eating or drinking in potentially toxic or infectious areas?Eating or drinking in potentially toxic or infectious areas?
 Are the overhead valves secure?Are the overhead valves secure?
 Are there shields and guards for belt driven equipment?Are there shields and guards for belt driven equipment?
 Are emergency routes clearly marked?Are emergency routes clearly marked?
 Is there dust, fumes, gas or vapors?Is there dust, fumes, gas or vapors?
 Ample lighting?Ample lighting?
 Broken or damaged equipment adequately tagged?Broken or damaged equipment adequately tagged?
 Do you notice any unsafe practices?Do you notice any unsafe practices?
 Are all air vents, water pipes and electrical cords well maintained and Are all air vents, water pipes and electrical cords well maintained and 
away from water, heat or sharp objects?away from water, heat or sharp objects?
 Are hand and electrical trucks being used safely?Are hand and electrical trucks being used safely?
 Employees horse-playing in work areas?Employees horse-playing in work areas?
 All safety devices accessible and well maintained?All safety devices accessible and well maintained?
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Preventing FiresPreventing Fires

 Clean up, reduce clutterClean up, reduce clutter
 Observant, frequent security patrolsObservant, frequent security patrols
 Observant employeesObservant employees
 Lock up all seldom used areas when not in use (to reduce arson potential)Lock up all seldom used areas when not in use (to reduce arson potential)
 Lock up combustible storage areas when not in useLock up combustible storage areas when not in use
 Detailed Fire Plan in placeDetailed Fire Plan in place
 Lives are the first priority, property secondLives are the first priority, property second
 The Plan must be PUT INTO EFFECT.The Plan must be PUT INTO EFFECT.

Ingredients of a FireIngredients of a Fire

 OxygenOxygen
 FuelFuel
 HeatHeat
 Once started, a fire spreads quicklyOnce started, a fire spreads quickly

When on patrol, observe:When on patrol, observe:

 Boilers, heaters and furnacesBoilers, heaters and furnaces
 Maintenance of appliancesMaintenance of appliances
 Any cooking areasAny cooking areas
 Maintenance of fire equipmentMaintenance of fire equipment
 Electrical equipment and breaker roomsElectrical equipment and breaker rooms
 Obstructed fire equipmentObstructed fire equipment
 Smoking areasSmoking areas
 Hazardous materials improperly stored or markedHazardous materials improperly stored or marked
 Storage areas for flammable liquidsStorage areas for flammable liquids
 Poor housekeepingPoor housekeeping
 Vehicle storage areasVehicle storage areas
 Any heat near any storage areaAny heat near any storage area
 Any area that is clutteredAny area that is cluttered
 Faulty electrical wiringFaulty electrical wiring
 Work areas that utilize oils, paint thinners, or combustible liquidsWork areas that utilize oils, paint thinners, or combustible liquids
 Any sloppy cutting or weldingAny sloppy cutting or welding
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Commit to memory:Commit to memory:
 Your site’s escape routesYour site’s escape routes
 Your site’s evacuation planYour site’s evacuation plan
 The essentials of your client’s fire planThe essentials of your client’s fire plan
 Location of all fire alarm boxesLocation of all fire alarm boxes
 Fire rating of the materials in the work areaFire rating of the materials in the work area
 The locations where flammable or hazardous materials are storedThe locations where flammable or hazardous materials are stored
 The location of all fire extinguishersThe location of all fire extinguishers
 Types of fires each extinguisher is suited forTypes of fires each extinguisher is suited for
 The work areas where flammable or hazardous materials are usedThe work areas where flammable or hazardous materials are used

Types of firesTypes of fires

 Type A: paper, wood, rubbish, cloth, etc.Type A: paper, wood, rubbish, cloth, etc.
 Type B: flammable gas or liquidsType B: flammable gas or liquids
 Type C: ElectricalType C: Electrical
 Type D: Combustible metalsType D: Combustible metals

Fire DetectionFire Detection

 Security Officers monitoringSecurity Officers monitoring
 Employees monitoringEmployees monitoring
 Electronic detectionElectronic detection
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Electronic detectionElectronic detection

 Temperature above a certain levelTemperature above a certain level
 Rapid increase in temperatureRapid increase in temperature
 SmokeSmoke
 Airborne particlesAirborne particles
 Many false alarms (you MUST investigate ALL fire alarms in spite of this)Many false alarms (you MUST investigate ALL fire alarms in spite of this)

When you encounter a fireWhen you encounter a fire

 Activate the fire alarmActivate the fire alarm
 If it’s a very small fire, and you have the correct type of extinguisher close If it’s a very small fire, and you have the correct type of extinguisher close 
at hand, put it out yourselfat hand, put it out yourself
 Otherwise:Otherwise:
 Activate the sprinkler system in the affected areaActivate the sprinkler system in the affected area
 Evacuate the buildingEvacuate the building
 Later:Later:
 Assist firefighters and the injuredAssist firefighters and the injured
 Restore fire-protective systemsRestore fire-protective systems
 Incident ReportIncident Report

Using the wrong kind of extinguisher:Using the wrong kind of extinguisher:

 Will make the fire biggerWill make the fire bigger
 Can kill youCan kill you

How to operate a fire extinguisherHow to operate a fire extinguisher

 Pull the pinPull the pin
 Aim the nozzleAim the nozzle
 Squeeze the triggerSqueeze the trigger
 Do not hold the extinguisher upside downDo not hold the extinguisher upside down
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Identification symbols on fire extinguishersIdentification symbols on fire extinguishers

 Some extinguishers have pictographs instead of symbolsSome extinguishers have pictographs instead of symbols
 A – waste basket and pile of logsA – waste basket and pile of logs
 B – Safety can titled forwardB – Safety can titled forward
 C – Electrical outlet and plugC – Electrical outlet and plug

Types of fire extinguishersTypes of fire extinguishers

 Halogen (Class A, B and C fires; no permanent residue)Halogen (Class A, B and C fires; no permanent residue)
 Dry chemical (Class A, B and C fires)Dry chemical (Class A, B and C fires)
 Foam (Class A and B fires)Foam (Class A and B fires)
 Water (Class A fires)Water (Class A fires)
 Carbon Dioxide (Class B and C fires)Carbon Dioxide (Class B and C fires)

Fixed extinguishing systemsFixed extinguishing systems

 STAND PIPES supply fire hosesSTAND PIPES supply fire hoses
 SPRINKLER HEADSSPRINKLER HEADS
 Specialized systems for commercial kitchensSpecialized systems for commercial kitchens
 Use of fire resistant building materialsUse of fire resistant building materials
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Preventing hazardous materials incidentsPreventing hazardous materials incidents

 Keep storage areas locked when not in useKeep storage areas locked when not in use
 Involve site employees in HazMat securityInvolve site employees in HazMat security
 Limit access to storage areas to employees who actually work with the Limit access to storage areas to employees who actually work with the 
materialsmaterials
 Restrict off hours accessRestrict off hours access
 Do not leave hazardous materials unattended while the storage area is Do not leave hazardous materials unattended while the storage area is 
unlockedunlocked
 Know who is in the HazMat storage areaKnow who is in the HazMat storage area
 Use a logbook or card access devicesUse a logbook or card access devices
 Have all employees who work in the HazMat area wear ID tagsHave all employees who work in the HazMat area wear ID tags
 Approach any people you don’t recognizeApproach any people you don’t recognize
 Use a log to sign hazardous materials in and out of secure storageUse a log to sign hazardous materials in and out of secure storage
 Take a periodic inventoryTake a periodic inventory
 Track the use and disposal of hazardous materialsTrack the use and disposal of hazardous materials
 Know what materials are being ordered and brought in to the HazMat areaKnow what materials are being ordered and brought in to the HazMat area
 Know what materials are being removed from the HazMat area.  A Know what materials are being removed from the HazMat area.  A 
property pass should be required.property pass should be required.

Responding to an uncontrolled release of a hazardous substanceResponding to an uncontrolled release of a hazardous substance

 Activate the HazMat contingency planActivate the HazMat contingency plan
 Stay out of the contaminated areaStay out of the contaminated area
 Identify the substance released and the quantityIdentify the substance released and the quantity
 Do not approach injured employees until they have been decontaminatedDo not approach injured employees until they have been decontaminated
 Assist the HazMat teamAssist the HazMat team
 Determine the extent of damageDetermine the extent of damage
 Keep onlookers out of the contaminated area, including news mediaKeep onlookers out of the contaminated area, including news media
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Natural EmergenciesNatural Emergencies

 Earthquake / building collapseEarthquake / building collapse
 TornadoTornado
 HurricaneHurricane
 Forest fireForest fire
 FloodFlood
 Winter stormWinter storm
 VolcanoVolcano
 Electrical stormElectrical storm

Man-Made EmergenciesMan-Made Emergencies

 Fire / ArsonFire / Arson
 ExplosionExplosion
 Chemical spillChemical spill
 Hazardous gas leakHazardous gas leak
 Riot or violent strikeRiot or violent strike
 Sabotage / TerrorismSabotage / Terrorism
 Radiation accidentRadiation accident
 Bomb threatBomb threat
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Preparation for EmergenciesPreparation for Emergencies

 Comprehensive Emergency PlanComprehensive Emergency Plan
 Chain of commandChain of command

Elements of an Emergency PlanElements of an Emergency Plan

 Warning and communications within the siteWarning and communications within the site
 Contacting the authorities and emergency servicesContacting the authorities and emergency services
 Chain of commandChain of command
 Emergency lightingEmergency lighting
 Protection of inbound and outbound shipmentsProtection of inbound and outbound shipments
 Evacuation of personnelEvacuation of personnel
 Selective or total shutdown of normal operationsSelective or total shutdown of normal operations
 Perimeter securityPerimeter security
 Documentation (possibly by camcorder)Documentation (possibly by camcorder)
 Alternate location for managementAlternate location for management
 Medical servicesMedical services
 Records and equipment protectionRecords and equipment protection
 Insurance coverageInsurance coverage
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Security Duties in an EmergencySecurity Duties in an Emergency

 Sound the alarmSound the alarm
 Evacuate personnelEvacuate personnel
 Communicate instructions via public address, radio or telephoneCommunicate instructions via public address, radio or telephone
 Retrieve critical documents and equipmentRetrieve critical documents and equipment
 Distribute personal protective equipmentDistribute personal protective equipment
 Protect all propertyProtect all property
 Assist fire, police, EMTsAssist fire, police, EMTs
 Protect nearby residentsProtect nearby residents
 Secure the perimeter with ropes, signs or barriers to prevent unauthorized Secure the perimeter with ropes, signs or barriers to prevent unauthorized 
accessaccess
 Call people on emergency notification phone listCall people on emergency notification phone list
 Notify emergency servicesNotify emergency services
 Communicate emergency instructions to site personnelCommunicate emergency instructions to site personnel
 Assist the injuredAssist the injured
 Direct shut down of operationsDirect shut down of operations
 Account for all site personnel, including visitors and contractorsAccount for all site personnel, including visitors and contractors
 Restore normal operations, when the emergency is overRestore normal operations, when the emergency is over
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Natural DisastersNatural Disasters

 When a tornado watch is announced, monitor the local weather service.  When a tornado watch is announced, monitor the local weather service.  
When a tornado warning is issued, sound the alarm and evacuate all personnel When a tornado warning is issued, sound the alarm and evacuate all personnel 
to safe areas.to safe areas.
 Winter storms: Dress warmly, assist anyone trapped outside, note snow Winter storms: Dress warmly, assist anyone trapped outside, note snow 
accumulations on roofs, report unsafe walkwaysaccumulations on roofs, report unsafe walkways
 Hurricane warning: Help evacuate personnel and board up.  Afterwards, Hurricane warning: Help evacuate personnel and board up.  Afterwards, 
inspect the premises for trapped personnel and damage.inspect the premises for trapped personnel and damage.
 After an earthquake: Account for all personnel, assist injured and trapped After an earthquake: Account for all personnel, assist injured and trapped 
personnel, assess building damage, inspect gas lines and HazMat storage areas.personnel, assess building damage, inspect gas lines and HazMat storage areas.
 During a flood, you may have to place sandbags, divert water, move During a flood, you may have to place sandbags, divert water, move 
equipment or coat it with grease, and shut off gas lines and electrical power.equipment or coat it with grease, and shut off gas lines and electrical power.
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Part Six: Emergency Situations (Continued)Part Six: Emergency Situations (Continued)

 Workplace violenceWorkplace violence
 Bomb threatsBomb threats
 Substance abuseSubstance abuse
 Terrorism and WMDTerrorism and WMD
 VIP protectionVIP protection
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Types of Workplace ViolenceTypes of Workplace Violence

 Hate crimesHate crimes
 RobberyRobbery
 Against employees or managersAgainst employees or managers
 Angry customer or vendorAngry customer or vendor
 Against domestic partnersAgainst domestic partners
 VandalismVandalism
 Random shootingRandom shooting
 Civil disturbance in the neighborhoodCivil disturbance in the neighborhood
 Looting after a natural or manmade disasterLooting after a natural or manmade disaster

Reporting a Threat on an Incident ReportReporting a Threat on an Incident Report

 What was said or written?What was said or written?
 Is the threat maker an employee?  Ex-employee? Customer? Vendor? Is the threat maker an employee?  Ex-employee? Customer? Vendor? 
Contractor? Stranger?Contractor? Stranger?
 When and where was the threat made?When and where was the threat made?
 Any witnesses?Any witnesses?
 Can the threat maker access the site?  How can this be prevented?Can the threat maker access the site?  How can this be prevented?

Warning SignsWarning Signs

 Continuous stressorsContinuous stressors
 Avid gun or knife collectorAvid gun or knife collector
 Sudden behavior changes or extremesSudden behavior changes or extremes
 Problem with authority figuresProblem with authority figures
 IntolerantIntolerant
 Poor performance ratingsPoor performance ratings
 Fond of violent films or TV showsFond of violent films or TV shows
 History of alcohol or drug abuseHistory of alcohol or drug abuse
 Aggressive stance, attitude or commentsAggressive stance, attitude or comments
 Self centeredSelf centered
 IntimidationIntimidation
 Recent layoffRecent layoff
 History of job lossesHistory of job losses
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 History of family problemsHistory of family problems
 Expresses threats or hostilityExpresses threats or hostility
 UncooperativeUncooperative
 Lies or exaggeratesLies or exaggerates
 Frequently discusses violent topicsFrequently discusses violent topics
 Recent dischargeRecent discharge
 Mood swings or depressionMood swings or depression
 IncommunicativeIncommunicative
 Recent disciplinary actionRecent disciplinary action
 Blames others for his or her problemsBlames others for his or her problems
 Aloof, detached, distantAloof, detached, distant
 Job dissatisfactionJob dissatisfaction
 Personal problemsPersonal problems
 Very neat or very sloppyVery neat or very sloppy
 Poor social skillsPoor social skills
 Frequently arguesFrequently argues
 Frequently complainsFrequently complains
 Violent or criminal historyViolent or criminal history

Preventing Workplace ViolencePreventing Workplace Violence

 All employees should be trained to recognize warning signs.All employees should be trained to recognize warning signs.
 Security officers should develop a professional rapport with key Security officers should develop a professional rapport with key 
employees who can report warning signs.employees who can report warning signs.
 There should be a Workplace Violence Management Team in place.  OnlyThere should be a Workplace Violence Management Team in place.  Only
the Team Leader speaks to the angry person.the Team Leader speaks to the angry person.

Dealing with potentially violent personsDealing with potentially violent persons

 Ask questions until you’ve identified the issueAsk questions until you’ve identified the issue
 Echo the issue back to the complainantEcho the issue back to the complainant
 Acknowledge the issue is important and must be resolvedAcknowledge the issue is important and must be resolved
 Agree with the complainant where possibleAgree with the complainant where possible
 Ask the complainant how he or she feelsAsk the complainant how he or she feels
 Express empathy with the complainant’s feelingsExpress empathy with the complainant’s feelings
 Suggest a mutually satisfactory resolutionSuggest a mutually satisfactory resolution
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Physical InterventionPhysical Intervention

 Only when there is a threat of immediate physical harmOnly when there is a threat of immediate physical harm
 Call for backup firstCall for backup first
 Use verbal means or a whistle firstUse verbal means or a whistle first
 Control your angerControl your anger
 Separate fighting individualsSeparate fighting individuals
 Use minimum forceUse minimum force
 If there is a weapon, withdraw to cover and call the policeIf there is a weapon, withdraw to cover and call the police

After it’s over:After it’s over:

 Incident ReportIncident Report
 Who, What, Where, When, Why, HowWho, What, Where, When, Why, How
 ClearClear
 AccurateAccurate
 ConciseConcise
 CompleteComplete
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Bomb ThreatsBomb Threats

 Only one out of a hundred threats is real.Only one out of a hundred threats is real.
 4 out of 5 REAL bombers provide NO advance warning.4 out of 5 REAL bombers provide NO advance warning.
 Still, you must take every bomb threat seriously.  Assume it is real until Still, you must take every bomb threat seriously.  Assume it is real until 
you can determine otherwise.you can determine otherwise.
 Always be on the lookout for anything out of place or unusual, such as a Always be on the lookout for anything out of place or unusual, such as a 
briefcase left in a stairwell.briefcase left in a stairwell.

Motives for bomb threats and bombingsMotives for bomb threats and bombings

 Religious or ideological extremismReligious or ideological extremism
 Desire to gain publicity for a causeDesire to gain publicity for a cause
 Financial gain through insuranceFinancial gain through insurance
 Personal relationship gone badPersonal relationship gone bad
 Desire for personal fameDesire for personal fame
 Territorial disputeTerritorial dispute
 Emotional instabilityEmotional instability
 Vengeance for a perceived wrongVengeance for a perceived wrong

PreventionPrevention

 Careful watch of CCTV screensCareful watch of CCTV screens
 Have a Bomb Threat Plan in placeHave a Bomb Threat Plan in place
 Liaison with law enforcementLiaison with law enforcement
 Inspect seldom used areas on patrolInspect seldom used areas on patrol
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 Bomb Threat Plan must be properly documentedBomb Threat Plan must be properly documented
 Access control with inbound property searchesAccess control with inbound property searches
 Employees must be trained to observe and reportEmployees must be trained to observe and report
 Threat Checklist tailored to each work areaThreat Checklist tailored to each work area
 Secure all equipment and storage rooms when not in useSecure all equipment and storage rooms when not in use
 Periodic bomb threat drillsPeriodic bomb threat drills
 Alert employees reporting any unusual objectAlert employees reporting any unusual object
 Proper controls over any explosive materials used in the businessProper controls over any explosive materials used in the business

Common places for bomb placementCommon places for bomb placement

 Will usually be disguised as something harmlessWill usually be disguised as something harmless
 LobbiesLobbies
 Boats at dockBoats at dock
 BathroomsBathrooms
 Fire stairsFire stairs
 BasementsBasements
 Receiving platformsReceiving platforms
 Janitor closetsJanitor closets
 Tractor trailersTractor trailers
 Trash containersTrash containers
 HallwaysHallways
 AutomobilesAutomobiles
 Use airplane as a bombUse airplane as a bomb
 ElevatorsElevators
 Phone boothsPhone booths
 Storage areasStorage areas
 Railroad carsRailroad cars
 AtticsAttics

A bomb threat in writingA bomb threat in writing

 Contact your SupervisorContact your Supervisor
 Retain all packagingRetain all packaging
 Once read, minimize handlingOnce read, minimize handling
 Turn document over to authoritiesTurn document over to authorities
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 If it’s an email, save itIf it’s an email, save it
 Call the policeCall the police
 If specific time and location was mentioned, tell Supervisor and policeIf specific time and location was mentioned, tell Supervisor and police

A bomb threat by phoneA bomb threat by phone

 Keep the caller on the phone as long as possible, to gather informationKeep the caller on the phone as long as possible, to gather information
 Silently get another employee to call the authorities on another phoneSilently get another employee to call the authorities on another phone
 Note voice attributes, accent, repeated phrases, background noisesNote voice attributes, accent, repeated phrases, background noises
 Tell the threat maker there may be loss of life; the threat maker may then Tell the threat maker there may be loss of life; the threat maker may then 
divulge more informationdivulge more information
 Try to obtain bomb location, time of detonation, type of bomb, and caller’s Try to obtain bomb location, time of detonation, type of bomb, and caller’s 
namename
 Don’t be overheard – it could cause a panicDon’t be overheard – it could cause a panic
 When you hang up, call your Supervisor and policeWhen you hang up, call your Supervisor and police

If an evacuation is authorizedIf an evacuation is authorized

 Life is first priority, not propertyLife is first priority, not property
 Evacuate and isolate affected areaEvacuate and isolate affected area
 Open all windows and doors in affected area to let out shock waveOpen all windows and doors in affected area to let out shock wave
 Shut off gas and fuel linesShut off gas and fuel lines
 Keep evacuated people calmKeep evacuated people calm
 Assist emergency personnelAssist emergency personnel
 Refer the media to your client’s media spokespersonRefer the media to your client’s media spokesperson

When dealing with a bomb threatWhen dealing with a bomb threat

 Call your SupervisorCall your Supervisor
 Advise local policeAdvise local police
 Safe, orderly evacuationSafe, orderly evacuation
 Call everyone on your emergency notification phone listCall everyone on your emergency notification phone list
 Keep the media awayKeep the media away
 Account for all personnel, visitors, contractorsAccount for all personnel, visitors, contractors
 Form small search teams, including one employee familiar with each area,Form small search teams, including one employee familiar with each area,
and one bomb squad memberand one bomb squad member
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Search GuidelinesSearch Guidelines

 Turn off all 2-way radios, cell phones and pagersTurn off all 2-way radios, cell phones and pagers
 Do not turn anything on or off, whether lights, air conditioners, etc.Do not turn anything on or off, whether lights, air conditioners, etc.
 Look for any object that appears unusual, tampered with, in an Look for any object that appears unusual, tampered with, in an 
unexpected position, or out of placeunexpected position, or out of place
 Do not touch or try to move a suspicious object – report it to the authoritiesDo not touch or try to move a suspicious object – report it to the authorities
and secure the areaand secure the area
 Check seldom used areas, such as the bottoms of stairwellsCheck seldom used areas, such as the bottoms of stairwells
 Do not allow anyone but search crews and police into the affected areaDo not allow anyone but search crews and police into the affected area
 Check all sealed and closed areas for signs of tamperingCheck all sealed and closed areas for signs of tampering
 Use all of your sensesUse all of your senses
 Look up just as much as you look downLook up just as much as you look down
 Search until it is known that the bomb is disarmed or is a hoaxSearch until it is known that the bomb is disarmed or is a hoax

If an explosion occursIf an explosion occurs

 Notify police, fire and EMTNotify police, fire and EMT
 Evacuate the affected areaEvacuate the affected area
 Keep everyone out except emergency respondersKeep everyone out except emergency responders
 Assist emergency personnelAssist emergency personnel
 Assist the injuredAssist the injured
 Refer the media to your client’s media spokespersonRefer the media to your client’s media spokesperson
 Call everyone on the emergency notification phone listCall everyone on the emergency notification phone list
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Types of Workplace Substance AbuseTypes of Workplace Substance Abuse

 AlcoholAlcohol
 Cannabis (Marijuana, Hashish, Hashish Oil)Cannabis (Marijuana, Hashish, Hashish Oil)
 Depressants (Barbiturates, Tranquilizers, Rohypnol)Depressants (Barbiturates, Tranquilizers, Rohypnol)
 Stimulants (Cocaine, Amphetamines)Stimulants (Cocaine, Amphetamines)
 Narcotics (Heroin, Opium)Narcotics (Heroin, Opium)
 Hallucinogens (Mescaline, LSD, PCP, DMT)Hallucinogens (Mescaline, LSD, PCP, DMT)
 Inhalants (glue, gasoline, erasing fluid) Inhalants (glue, gasoline, erasing fluid) 

Combating Workplace Substance AbuseCombating Workplace Substance Abuse

 Interviews with employees to gather intelligenceInterviews with employees to gather intelligence
 Alert, observant security patrolsAlert, observant security patrols
 Undercover operationsUndercover operations
 Developing informants among supervisors and employeesDeveloping informants among supervisors and employees
 Employee education and assistanceEmployee education and assistance
 Covert surveillanceCovert surveillance
 Searches (dog-based or chemical test-based)Searches (dog-based or chemical test-based)

Places where drugs are sold at workPlaces where drugs are sold at work

 BathroomsBathrooms
 Bottoms of stairwellsBottoms of stairwells
 Parking lotsParking lots
 Seldom used areas (like storage rooms)Seldom used areas (like storage rooms)
 VehiclesVehicles
 Secluded areas (indoors or outdoors)Secluded areas (indoors or outdoors)

Detecting drug activity at the workplaceDetecting drug activity at the workplace

 Does a particular employee have numerous unexplained visitors?Does a particular employee have numerous unexplained visitors?
 Develop informants by cultivating excellent professional relationships with Develop informants by cultivating excellent professional relationships with 
key supervisors and employeeskey supervisors and employees
 Alert observant patrolsAlert observant patrols
 Look for symptomatic appearance or behaviorLook for symptomatic appearance or behavior
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 When you see an employee probably under the influenceWhen you see an employee probably under the influence
 Do not presume to diagnose; the symptoms may have causes not related Do not presume to diagnose; the symptoms may have causes not related 
to drugs or alcoholto drugs or alcohol
 Report your suspicions to your Supervisor and/or the PoliceReport your suspicions to your Supervisor and/or the Police
 If an employee is acting out dramatically, get backup, then escort the If an employee is acting out dramatically, get backup, then escort the 
suspect to the Security Office.  Call Police and EMS.suspect to the Security Office.  Call Police and EMS.

Escorting someone under the influenceEscorting someone under the influence

 First get backupFirst get backup
 Inform your Supervisor and the PoliceInform your Supervisor and the Police
 Use extreme cautionUse extreme caution
 Keep other employees awayKeep other employees away
 Hands in a neutral positionHands in a neutral position
 Non-threatening demeanor and body languageNon-threatening demeanor and body language
 Allow personal spaceAllow personal space
 Stand at a right angle to the suspectStand at a right angle to the suspect

EvidenceEvidence

 When you detect certain drug use, contact your Supervisor and the PoliceWhen you detect certain drug use, contact your Supervisor and the Police
 Wear protective gloves, face mask and clothingWear protective gloves, face mask and clothing
 Do not touch or move the evidence unless instructed by Supervisor or Do not touch or move the evidence unless instructed by Supervisor or 
PolicePolice
 Do not allow the evidence to be contaminatedDo not allow the evidence to be contaminated
 Do not taste or sniff anythingDo not taste or sniff anything
 Use the words “allegedly” and “suspect”Use the words “allegedly” and “suspect”
 Document transfer and disposition of evidenceDocument transfer and disposition of evidence

Recognizing Substance AbuseRecognizing Substance Abuse
 ImpairmentImpairment
 CombativenessCombativeness
 IrritabilityIrritability
 Unusual odorUnusual odor
 Personality changesPersonality changes
 Slurred speechSlurred speech
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 Dilated pupilsDilated pupils

Recognizing Substance AbuseRecognizing Substance Abuse

 Emotional outburstsEmotional outbursts
 Needle marksNeedle marks
 Memory problemsMemory problems
 Sniffles, runny eyes or nose (Cocaine)Sniffles, runny eyes or nose (Cocaine)
 Suspicious activity in secluded areasSuspicious activity in secluded areas
 Suspicious activity in parking lotsSuspicious activity in parking lots

Detecting NarcoticsDetecting Narcotics

 Scarring or “tracks” on arms or backs of handsScarring or “tracks” on arms or backs of hands
 SnifflesSniffles
 Coughing that stops suddenlyCoughing that stops suddenly
 Pupils constricted and fixedPupils constricted and fixed
 Looks run-down, sleep-deprivedLooks run-down, sleep-deprived
 Looks sickLooks sick
 WithdrawnWithdrawn
 Red watering eyesRed watering eyes
 Frequent scratchingFrequent scratching
 Poor appetitePoor appetite

How Heroin is PackagedHow Heroin is Packaged

 Heroin can have several shades from white to brown to blackHeroin can have several shades from white to brown to black
 BalloonBalloon
 Small brown coin envelopeSmall brown coin envelope
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 Small rectangular paper package (“doper fold”)Small rectangular paper package (“doper fold”)

Detecting DepressantsDetecting Depressants

 Slurred speechSlurred speech
 Diminished alertnessDiminished alertness
 DisorientationDisorientation
 Impaired judgmentImpaired judgment
 Drunken-like behaviorDrunken-like behavior
 Poor manipulative skillsPoor manipulative skills
 Recurrent confusionRecurrent confusion
 UncoordinatedUncoordinated
 Obvious inability to functionObvious inability to function
 Trouble driving or operating machineryTrouble driving or operating machinery

Detecting StimulantsDetecting Stimulants

 Delusions or paranoiaDelusions or paranoia
 Nervous, restless, excited, hyperactive (early stage)Nervous, restless, excited, hyperactive (early stage)
 Depression, exhaustion, dullness (late stage)Depression, exhaustion, dullness (late stage)
 IrritabilityIrritability
 EuphoriaEuphoria
 Feeling of super capabilityFeeling of super capability
 Razor blades, mirrors, straws, small spoonsRazor blades, mirrors, straws, small spoons
 Weight lossWeight loss
 Excessive talkingExcessive talking
 ArgumentativeArgumentative
 Dilated pupilsDilated pupils
 Performs same tasks repeatedlyPerforms same tasks repeatedly
 Odor like urine-soaked diapersOdor like urine-soaked diapers
 Poor judgmentPoor judgment
 Runny nose, sniffles, watery eyes (Cocaine)Runny nose, sniffles, watery eyes (Cocaine)
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Detecting HallucinogensDetecting Hallucinogens

 Trance-like stateTrance-like state
 Excited behaviorExcited behavior
 Fearful or terrifiedFearful or terrified
 Slurred speechSlurred speech
 DroolingDrooling
 Rapid eye movementRapid eye movement
 SweatingSweating
 Flushed faceFlushed face
 Exaggerated walkExaggerated walk
 Trembling handsTrembling hands
 Impaired judgmentImpaired judgment
 DizzinessDizziness
 IrrationalityIrrationality
 Sensory confusionSensory confusion

Detecting CannabisDetecting Cannabis

 Initially animated; later, sleepyInitially animated; later, sleepy
 EuphoriaEuphoria
 Pupils dilatedPupils dilated
 Greatly relaxed inhibitionsGreatly relaxed inhibitions
 Eyes bloodshotEyes bloodshot
 Trouble driving or operating machineryTrouble driving or operating machinery
 Increased appetiteIncreased appetite
 ImpairmentImpairment
 Disoriented behaviorDisoriented behavior
 Loss of short term memoryLoss of short term memory
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Detecting InhalantsDetecting Inhalants

 Poor muscular controlPoor muscular control
 Watery eyesWatery eyes
 Slurred speechSlurred speech
 Strange odorStrange odor
 Runny noseRunny nose
 Drowsy or unconsciousDrowsy or unconscious
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Counterterrorism MeasuresCounterterrorism Measures

 CCTVCCTV
 Ongoing employee trainingOngoing employee training
 Checking IDs and packagesChecking IDs and packages
 Computer securityComputer security
 Avoid racial profilingAvoid racial profiling
 Access controls for personnel and vehiclesAccess controls for personnel and vehicles
 BarriersBarriers
 DrillsDrills
 Alarm systemsAlarm systems
 Security lightingSecurity lighting
 Emergency PlansEmergency Plans
 LocksLocks
 Information securityInformation security
 Liaison with police, fire and EMSLiaison with police, fire and EMS
 Metal, biochemical and radiation detectorsMetal, biochemical and radiation detectors
 Screening and ongoing surveillance of employeesScreening and ongoing surveillance of employees
 Liaison with HAZMAT and Homeland SecurityLiaison with HAZMAT and Homeland Security
 Checking vehiclesChecking vehicles
 Insurance coverageInsurance coverage
 Do not obsess about terrorism to the exclusion of more everyday threats Do not obsess about terrorism to the exclusion of more everyday threats 
like fire and theftlike fire and theft
 Secure communicationsSecure communications
 Detect and report suspicious activityDetect and report suspicious activity
 Alert, staggered patrols with varied routesAlert, staggered patrols with varied routes
 Incident Response PlansIncident Response Plans
 Keeping parked vehicles locked and securedKeeping parked vehicles locked and secured
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WMD – Weapons of Mass DestructionWMD – Weapons of Mass Destruction

 Radiation or radioactivityRadiation or radioactivity
 Toxic chemicalsToxic chemicals
 Biological disease agentBiological disease agent
 TerroristsTerrorists
 CriminalsCriminals
 The mentally disturbedThe mentally disturbed

Preventing WMD IncidentsPreventing WMD Incidents

 Bag and package inspectionsBag and package inspections
 Alert security patrolsAlert security patrols
 Security awareness among employeesSecurity awareness among employees
 Look for odd incoming mailLook for odd incoming mail
 Access controls for personnel and vehiclesAccess controls for personnel and vehicles
 Look for unusual containersLook for unusual containers
 Authorize everything coming into ReceivingAuthorize everything coming into Receiving

Dealing with WMD IncidentsDealing with WMD Incidents

 Contact Police and EMSContact Police and EMS
 Isolate the package in a sealed containerIsolate the package in a sealed container
 Look for many people from the same area with the same symptomsLook for many people from the same area with the same symptoms
 Secure, isolate, and evacuate any affected areaSecure, isolate, and evacuate any affected area
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 Wear protective equipmentWear protective equipment
 Remove contaminated clothingRemove contaminated clothing
 Decontaminate all personnel (water with soap and bleach)Decontaminate all personnel (water with soap and bleach)
 Approach affected area from upwind not downwindApproach affected area from upwind not downwind
 Assist emergency responders; remember, Assist emergency responders; remember, theythey are in charge are in charge
 Radiation: administer Potassium IodideRadiation: administer Potassium Iodide
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VIP Protection – the Guard Must:VIP Protection – the Guard Must:

 Be a skilled, strong, and fit martial artistBe a skilled, strong, and fit martial artist
 Be licensed to carry a handgunBe licensed to carry a handgun
 Be certified in First Aid and CPRBe certified in First Aid and CPR
 Be a good, safe driverBe a good, safe driver
 Have “upper class” speech and mannersHave “upper class” speech and manners

VIP Protection TechniquesVIP Protection Techniques

 Always enter the room first before the VIPAlways enter the room first before the VIP
 Always stay near the VIPAlways stay near the VIP
 If there is trouble, move the VIP to safety immediatelyIf there is trouble, move the VIP to safety immediately
 Know the VIP’s business and personal habitsKnow the VIP’s business and personal habits
 Know the day’s itineraryKnow the day’s itinerary
 Blend in, don’t stand outBlend in, don’t stand out
 Assist the VIP (for instance, open the limousine door)Assist the VIP (for instance, open the limousine door)
 Always remain alertAlways remain alert
 Join the VIP at recreation, not just workJoin the VIP at recreation, not just work
 Stand or sit between the VIP and the direction of possible threatsStand or sit between the VIP and the direction of possible threats
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Part Seven: Legal Aspects of SecurityPart Seven: Legal Aspects of Security

 Legal AspectsLegal Aspects
 Harassment and DiscriminationHarassment and Discrimination
 Use of ForceUse of Force
 Apprehension and Detention Apprehension and Detention 
 TestimonyTestimony
 EvidenceEvidence
 Crime ScenesCrime Scenes
 Police and Security LiaisonPolice and Security Liaison
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STAY WITHIN THE LAW!STAY WITHIN THE LAW!

 If you exceed the law, in arresting, searching, seizing, or using force, thereIf you exceed the law, in arresting, searching, seizing, or using force, there
may be criminal and/or civil actions against you personally and/or your employer.may be criminal and/or civil actions against you personally and/or your employer.
 As a Security Officer, your power of arrest is the same as that of an As a Security Officer, your power of arrest is the same as that of an 
ordinary citizen.  YOU ARE NOT a police officer or peace officer.ordinary citizen.  YOU ARE NOT a police officer or peace officer.

Citizen’s ArrestCitizen’s Arrest

 MISDEMEANORS are minor crimes punishable by a year or LESS in jail.MISDEMEANORS are minor crimes punishable by a year or LESS in jail.
 FELONIES are significant crimes punishable by a year or MORE in jail.FELONIES are significant crimes punishable by a year or MORE in jail.
 Citizen’s arrests are only made for FELONIES which are WITNESSED by Citizen’s arrests are only made for FELONIES which are WITNESSED by 
the citizen.the citizen.
  “ “Sit there until the police arrive” is an arrest.  It does not require Sit there until the police arrive” is an arrest.  It does not require 
handcuffing or locking up the suspect.handcuffing or locking up the suspect.
 If you arrest someone, it will be an arrest WITHOUT a Warrant (Warrants If you arrest someone, it will be an arrest WITHOUT a Warrant (Warrants 
are not carried by Security Officers)are not carried by Security Officers)
 Try to have a witness to the felony.Try to have a witness to the felony.
 Notify the police immediately.Notify the police immediately.
 Restrain only for a reasonable time period (normally, the time it takes for Restrain only for a reasonable time period (normally, the time it takes for 
the Police to arrive)the Police to arrive)
 Do not arrest for trespassing; advise him to leave, and if he doesn’t, call Do not arrest for trespassing; advise him to leave, and if he doesn’t, call 
the Policethe Police
 Physical force only in self defense or to defend an innocent bystanderPhysical force only in self defense or to defend an innocent bystander

Search and SeizureSearch and Seizure
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 There must be a company policy allowing searchesThere must be a company policy allowing searches
 The employee must voluntarily consent to be searchedThe employee must voluntarily consent to be searched
 Do not search beyond limits of consent grantedDo not search beyond limits of consent granted
 If possible, have someone of the same sex as the suspect perform a body If possible, have someone of the same sex as the suspect perform a body 
searchsearch
 Employee can withdraw permission to searchEmployee can withdraw permission to search
 You can seize company property if removal is unauthorizedYou can seize company property if removal is unauthorized
 You can seize weaponsYou can seize weapons
 You can seize items that would help the suspect escape detentionYou can seize items that would help the suspect escape detention
 You may seize WITHOUT a search if the above items are in PLAIN VIEWYou may seize WITHOUT a search if the above items are in PLAIN VIEW

If an employee refuses to be searchedIf an employee refuses to be searched

 You can report due cause for suspicion to the employee’s Supervisor, the You can report due cause for suspicion to the employee’s Supervisor, the 
Police, or bothPolice, or both
 Also write up an Incident ReportAlso write up an Incident Report
 But you CANNOT force a search upon an unwilling suspect, EVEN IF But you CANNOT force a search upon an unwilling suspect, EVEN IF 
there is a company policy calling for searchesthere is a company policy calling for searches
 In that case, the employee is violating a company policy and will be In that case, the employee is violating a company policy and will be 
disciplined soon enoughdisciplined soon enough

Use of ForceUse of Force

 The force must be necessaryThe force must be necessary
 The force must be appropriate (you cannot shoot a fleeing shoplifter)The force must be appropriate (you cannot shoot a fleeing shoplifter)
 Restrain, rather than incapacitate, unless there is immediate threat to lifeRestrain, rather than incapacitate, unless there is immediate threat to life

ConfessionsConfessions
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 You are not required to recite Miranda rightsYou are not required to recite Miranda rights
 But the confession must be VOLUNTARY, not induced by promises or But the confession must be VOLUNTARY, not induced by promises or 
coerced by threatscoerced by threats
 Can be short and simple, or long and detailedCan be short and simple, or long and detailed
 Can be oral or writtenCan be oral or written
 Write down exactly what is saidWrite down exactly what is said
 Do not ask ambiguous questionsDo not ask ambiguous questions
 Give the suspect time to explainGive the suspect time to explain
 Have a second officer on hand as a witnessHave a second officer on hand as a witness

Discrimination is illegalDiscrimination is illegal

 DisabilityDisability
 CitizenshipCitizenship
 RaceRace
 AgeAge
 GenderGender
 Sexual OrientationSexual Orientation
 ReligionReligion
 Political OpinionsPolitical Opinions
 National OriginNational Origin
 Marital StatusMarital Status

Discrimination can mean Discrimination can mean 
inequality in:inequality in:

 Discipline, layoff, termination, demotionDiscipline, layoff, termination, demotion
 Hiring and promotionHiring and promotion
 Social and recreational opportunitiesSocial and recreational opportunities
 Compensation and benefitsCompensation and benefits
 Working conditionsWorking conditions
 Company-sponsored trainingCompany-sponsored training
 Tuition assistanceTuition assistance
 TransferTransfer
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Harassment is illegalHarassment is illegal

 Sexual or non-sexualSexual or non-sexual
 Derogatory or suggestive languageDerogatory or suggestive language
 Derogatory or suggestive posters or literatureDerogatory or suggestive posters or literature
 Unwelcome touchingUnwelcome touching
 Woman must sleep with boss to get raise or keep jobWoman must sleep with boss to get raise or keep job
 Report any harassment you see to your SupervisorReport any harassment you see to your Supervisor
 Supervisor MUST report up the chain of commandSupervisor MUST report up the chain of command
 There must be disciplinary action against confirmed harassers (after a fair There must be disciplinary action against confirmed harassers (after a fair 
hearing)hearing)

Alternatives to ForceAlternatives to Force

 Active, sympathetic listeningActive, sympathetic listening
 Verbal de-escalationVerbal de-escalation
 Withdraw and call for backupWithdraw and call for backup
 Withdraw and call the policeWithdraw and call the police
 Use loud, assertive commands (“Drop the knife!”)Use loud, assertive commands (“Drop the knife!”)
 Recruit the assistance of onlookersRecruit the assistance of onlookers
 Defang the snake (seize any weapons, strike arms and legs)Defang the snake (seize any weapons, strike arms and legs)

When force is justifiedWhen force is justified

 You must believe that force is necessaryYou must believe that force is necessary
 Your application of force must be reasonable and proportional to the threatYour application of force must be reasonable and proportional to the threat
 The aggressor must have the ability to harm you or a third personThe aggressor must have the ability to harm you or a third person
 You or a third person must be in imminent danger of being harmedYou or a third person must be in imminent danger of being harmed
 You must exhaust all non-violent means firstYou must exhaust all non-violent means first
 You must be without an avenue of escapeYou must be without an avenue of escape
 Do not use force to defend propertyDo not use force to defend property

Gradations of ForceGradations of Force
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 You cannot escalate to a higher grade than the threatYou cannot escalate to a higher grade than the threat
 Controlling physical contact (hand on the arm) (low threat)Controlling physical contact (hand on the arm) (low threat)
 Joint control (low threat)Joint control (low threat)
 Pressure points (low threat)Pressure points (low threat)
 Chemical controls (medium threat)Chemical controls (medium threat)
 Barehand striking (high threat)Barehand striking (high threat)
 Baton striking (high threat)Baton striking (high threat)
 Pistol (deadly threat)Pistol (deadly threat)

When apprehending and When apprehending and 
detaining, avoid:detaining, avoid:

 Assault (which can mean creating a fear of being battered)Assault (which can mean creating a fear of being battered)
 Battery (hurtfully or insultingly touching)Battery (hurtfully or insultingly touching)
 False arrest (taking someone into custody without the legal authority to False arrest (taking someone into custody without the legal authority to 
detain)detain)
 Detaining someone without intending to bring criminal charges against Detaining someone without intending to bring criminal charges against 
themthem
 Filing criminal charges without probable causeFiling criminal charges without probable cause
 Invasion of privacyInvasion of privacy
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When you need to When you need to 
apprehend and detain:apprehend and detain:

 Get backup firstGet backup first
 From a safe distance, communicate your intentions with simple, direct From a safe distance, communicate your intentions with simple, direct 
commandscommands
 Have non threatening demeanor and body languageHave non threatening demeanor and body language
 Move in with extreme cautionMove in with extreme caution
 Do not use handcuffs unless the suspect is an extreme threat and you are Do not use handcuffs unless the suspect is an extreme threat and you are 
trained in the use of handcuffstrained in the use of handcuffs
 Inform your Supervisor; call the police immediately; write up an Incident Inform your Supervisor; call the police immediately; write up an Incident 
ReportReport
 Hold the suspect only for a reasonable time (until the police arrive)Hold the suspect only for a reasonable time (until the police arrive)

Types of TestimonyTypes of Testimony

 Deposition – recorded oral testimony stated under oathDeposition – recorded oral testimony stated under oath
 Administrative Hearing – Less formal than a courtroom.  A formal review Administrative Hearing – Less formal than a courtroom.  A formal review 
of an event in which witnesses tell their story.  Conducted by businesses, of an event in which witnesses tell their story.  Conducted by businesses, 
organizations and government agencies.organizations and government agencies.
 Courtroom testimonyCourtroom testimony

Testifying in CourtTestifying in Court

 If it’s been a while since the event, the case is complex, or you’re involved If it’s been a while since the event, the case is complex, or you’re involved 
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in many similar cases, ask permission to use your notes in court.in many similar cases, ask permission to use your notes in court.
 Review your notes and Incident Reports before courtReview your notes and Incident Reports before court
 Discuss your testimony with the Prosecutor beforehandDiscuss your testimony with the Prosecutor beforehand
 Address the jury; make eye contactAddress the jury; make eye contact
 Speak clearly, and loud enough to be heard across the roomSpeak clearly, and loud enough to be heard across the room
 DO NOT mention previous convictions of defendantDO NOT mention previous convictions of defendant
 Use last namesUse last names
 Use “alleged” before “offender” or “victim”Use “alleged” before “offender” or “victim”
 Address the judge as “Your Honor”Address the judge as “Your Honor”
 Answer the questions the Prosecutor asks you, clearly, concisely, and Answer the questions the Prosecutor asks you, clearly, concisely, and 
without extraneous information or personal opinionwithout extraneous information or personal opinion
 Avoid slang; use polite, educated wordsAvoid slang; use polite, educated words
 Avoid exaggeration or underestimationAvoid exaggeration or underestimation
 Delay answers to give your attorney time to objectDelay answers to give your attorney time to object
 Professional imageProfessional image
 Maintain your composureMaintain your composure
 When being questioned, make eye contact with the questioning attorneyWhen being questioned, make eye contact with the questioning attorney
 When answering, make eye contact with the juryWhen answering, make eye contact with the jury
 Emphasize essential pointsEmphasize essential points
 Do not volunteer informationDo not volunteer information
 Review your notes and reports beforehandReview your notes and reports beforehand
 Know the storage and ownership history of the evidenceKnow the storage and ownership history of the evidence
 Do not argue with attorneysDo not argue with attorneys
 Ignore abuse from the opposing attorneyIgnore abuse from the opposing attorney
 Be concise and to the point, yet completeBe concise and to the point, yet complete
 Remember what makes evidence admissible (next)Remember what makes evidence admissible (next)
 Listen to the entire question before answeringListen to the entire question before answering
 Be accurate, organized and consistentBe accurate, organized and consistent
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EvidenceEvidence

 Real evidence (a piece of stolen property) or documentary evidence (a Real evidence (a piece of stolen property) or documentary evidence (a 
bad check) must be marked for identification and then protectedbad check) must be marked for identification and then protected
 Eyewitness should be interviewed and detailed notes taken.  Later the Eyewitness should be interviewed and detailed notes taken.  Later the 
eyewitness may testify under oath.  Give the eyewitness a copy of your notes to eyewitness may testify under oath.  Give the eyewitness a copy of your notes to 
assist his memory just before Court.assist his memory just before Court.
 Write an accurate, detailed Incident Report.Write an accurate, detailed Incident Report.
 Evidence can be direct or circumstantial.  Circumstantial evidence, if Evidence can be direct or circumstantial.  Circumstantial evidence, if 
strong, can lead to convictions.strong, can lead to convictions.

Types of EvidenceTypes of Evidence

 Scientific investigationsScientific investigations
 Body substancesBody substances
 Lay and expert testimonyLay and expert testimony
 Handwriting samplesHandwriting samples
 Accomplice testimony and confessionAccomplice testimony and confession
 Videotapes, audiotapes, CDs, DVDs, emails, or letters produced by the Videotapes, audiotapes, CDs, DVDs, emails, or letters produced by the 
suspect confirming intent to commit the crimesuspect confirming intent to commit the crime
 Voluntary suspect confessionVoluntary suspect confession
 Voluntary suspect admission (a damaging statement that falls short of Voluntary suspect admission (a damaging statement that falls short of 
acknowledging guilt)acknowledging guilt)
 FingerprintsFingerprints
 Voice recognitionVoice recognition
 Weapons or tools seized from the accused Weapons or tools seized from the accused 
 Suspect’s computer data obtained with a search warrantSuspect’s computer data obtained with a search warrant
 Depictions of the crime scene (diagram, photo, drawing, map, model)Depictions of the crime scene (diagram, photo, drawing, map, model)
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Evidence and GuiltEvidence and Guilt

 Real or physical evidenceReal or physical evidence
 Direct eyewitness testimonyDirect eyewitness testimony
 Circumstantial evidenceCircumstantial evidence
 A defendant is presumed innocent until proven guiltyA defendant is presumed innocent until proven guilty
 Civil case: guilt requires preponderance of evidence; burden of proof is on Civil case: guilt requires preponderance of evidence; burden of proof is on 
the plaintiffthe plaintiff
 Criminal case: guilt requires proof beyond reasonable doubt; burden of Criminal case: guilt requires proof beyond reasonable doubt; burden of 
proof is on the courtproof is on the court

For evidence to be admissible:For evidence to be admissible:

 It must be relevant (proves or disproves an alleged fact)It must be relevant (proves or disproves an alleged fact)
 It must be material (part of the issue)It must be material (part of the issue)
 Corpus Delicti (facts that prove a crime was committed, for instance, a Corpus Delicti (facts that prove a crime was committed, for instance, a 
murder victim’s body)murder victim’s body)
 Judicial Notice (readily demonstrable self evident evidence)Judicial Notice (readily demonstrable self evident evidence)
 Seized legallySeized legally
 Not corrupted during collection, storage and transportNot corrupted during collection, storage and transport

Privileged CommunicationsPrivileged Communications

 Husband and wifeHusband and wife
 Client and AttorneyClient and Attorney
 Physician and PatientPhysician and Patient
 With spiritual advisor (priest, minister, rabbi, guru, etc.)With spiritual advisor (priest, minister, rabbi, guru, etc.)
 Some states: with AccountantSome states: with Accountant
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The privilege against The privilege against 
self-incriminationself-incrimination

 Requires the government to prove a criminal case against the defendant Requires the government to prove a criminal case against the defendant 
without the defendant’s assistance as a witness against himself or herselfwithout the defendant’s assistance as a witness against himself or herself

Crime Scene ProceduresCrime Scene Procedures

 Look over the area quicklyLook over the area quickly
 Call for assistance (Supervisor and Police)Call for assistance (Supervisor and Police)
 Attend to the injured; call EMSAttend to the injured; call EMS
 Establish point of entry, crime location, and point of exit – and thus, Establish point of entry, crime location, and point of exit – and thus, 
boundary of crime sceneboundary of crime scene
 Close off the area to all but investigators and EMSClose off the area to all but investigators and EMS
 Detailed searchDetailed search
 Collect, mark to identify, protect and preserve evidenceCollect, mark to identify, protect and preserve evidence
 Wear latex gloves as you collect evidenceWear latex gloves as you collect evidence
 Secure the evidence in an area with controlled accessSecure the evidence in an area with controlled access
 Detailed field notesDetailed field notes
 Pay attention to victim’s needsPay attention to victim’s needs
 Incident ReportIncident Report
 Document who possesses evidence between crime and courtDocument who possesses evidence between crime and court
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Police Security LiaisonPolice Security Liaison

 Police should have private security liaison officersPolice should have private security liaison officers
 Do not contact police unnecessarilyDo not contact police unnecessarily
 Learn your local police department’s radio codesLearn your local police department’s radio codes
 Cooperative shared training programsCooperative shared training programs
 Professional appearance, manner and reportsProfessional appearance, manner and reports
 Security uniforms and badges should be clearly distinguishable from thoseSecurity uniforms and badges should be clearly distinguishable from those
of local policeof local police
 High security officer ethicsHigh security officer ethics
 Licensing and regulation of security officersLicensing and regulation of security officers
 Help police monitor streets adjoining your facility; inform police of any Help police monitor streets adjoining your facility; inform police of any 
suspicious activitysuspicious activity
 Mutual assistance agreementsMutual assistance agreements
 Security officers strive for additional trainingSecurity officers strive for additional training
 Always share intelligence with the police when appropriateAlways share intelligence with the police when appropriate
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	Part One: Mental Awareness
	Security Awareness
	Ethics
	Professionalism
	Professional Image
	Public Relations

	Security Awareness
	SECURITY AWARENESS is an attitude held by security personnel and non-security client employees, which places a high value on detecting, deterring and reporting security exposures such as crime, safety hazards, fire hazards, theft, intrusions, and vandalism.
	With security awareness, security personnel protect the client’s employees, property, guests and image and assist the client’s personnel and visitors.
	With security awareness, non-security client employees are aware of the security program’s goals and methods and support the security program, abiding by its policies.
	Employees have constant contact with their immediate surroundings, more so than security people. So, employees can help detect:
	Fire hazards (faulty electrical equipment, combustible materials)
	Crime, theft and violence potential (strangers in the area, unobserved exits)
	Safety hazards (worn out equipment, obstructions, dangerous spills, faulty alarms)

	Three steps you should take when you notice a potential hazard:
	Identify it
	Report it to your supervisor
	Discuss it with your supervisor, to come up with a solution that eliminates the problem

	How to cultivate security awareness among client employees:
	Conscientious, visible security officers
	Fair enforcement
	Let people know the reasons why – the types of misfortunes that can be prevented
	Recruit employee support during hiring process and through periodic memorandums, meetings and presentations

	SECURITY OFFICER ETHICS Consequences of unethical or unprofessional behavior:
	Being snubbed by colleagues and superiors
	Passed over for promotion
	Termination
	Revocation of Security Officer License
	Civil and criminal liability

	Security Officer Ethics Involve:
	Exemplary conduct
	Maintaining a safe and secure workplace
	Proper dress, grooming and hygiene
	Impartial, fair, non-discriminatory toward everyone
	Respond to client’s and employer’s needs

	Security Officer Ethics Involve:
	Enforce all lawful rules and policies
	Strive for professional competence
	Respect the client’s private property and that of employees
	Protect confidential information
	Good liaison with Firefighters, EMTs, Peace Officers and Police Officers

	Making ethical decisions to solve problems – working with your Supervisor
	Identify the problem
	Determine required time frame for solution
	Consider the desired outcome(s)
	Identify all options
	Choose the best option
	Implement decision
	Ongoing evaluation

	Causes of Unethical Behavior
	Security officer is financially unstable
	Security officer has poor character (not screened)
	Resistance to change (not embracing new training)
	Fatigue (taking shortcuts; path of least resistance)
	Sexual conflicts of interest
	Conflicts of interest caused by moonlighting

	Elements of Professionalism
	Good manners (don’t interrupt, give praise, stand when greeting)
	Professional appearance
	Integrity (doing the right thing)
	Seek professional education
	Vigilance (helping protect employees, guests, property and image)
	Embrace your training opportunities
	Helpfulness (provide superior customer support)
	Accumulate experience
	Strive for excellence

	Security professionals are:
	Informed about the profession
	Honest, precise, exact, detailed and factual
	Alert and observant
	Impartial and objective
	Accommodating and responsive
	Sincere
	Loyal
	Hard-working

	Professional Image
	Dress in full uniform
	Polished black shoes
	Black belt
	Dark socks
	Be sparing with jewelry, makeup or cologne
	No purses for women
	Clip-on tie (safer than regular tie)
	Wear only approved coats or jackets
	Your breast badge should always be visible
	Clean body hygiene, hands, fingernails
	Hair short, combed, trimmed
	Observe your employer’s facial hair policy
	Wear your cap on patrol

	Professional Image
	Positive attitude
	Alert at all times
	Professional body language
	Correct English
	Good manners

	Public Relations
	Any time you interact with clients, guests, the media, or the public, you are involved in PUBLIC RELATIONS.
	Public relations involves face to face contact, the telephone, and documents in writing. The type of PR you’ll be involved with most frequently is face to face.
	The Security Officer is frequently the first point of contact with the public.

	3 Main Purposes of Good Public Relations
	Protect the client’s image
	Establish and maintain good will
	Make it easier to accomplish your job tasks

	You may need to establish good public relations with:
	Fellow officers and Supervisors
	Client staff and guests
	Delivery personnel, truck drivers, cabbies, train crews
	Police, Fire, EMT
	Contractors

	You may also need to establish good public relations with:
	Client Executives and Security Manager
	Union members and officials
	Juveniles
	Crime victims
	Media personnel
	The general public

	Interacting with the Media
	Direct the media to your client’s public information person
	Never give an interview
	Do not say “No comment”
	Never be rude to the media

	Public Relations Techniques
	Give superior service
	Greet people and welcome them. Ask “How may I help you?”
	Be attentive to the other person’s needs
	Show empathy and respect to people who have complaints
	Be a helper; be responsive; VOLUNTEER to help others
	Remember people’s names and address them by name
	Be understanding
	Appear truly concerned
	Good professional appearance and image

	Public Relations Techniques
	Make the person feel secure
	Skillfully redirect the person into appropriate behavior, rather than bully them
	Never tell someone they are wrong; don’t argue; empathize
	Be comforting
	Be a “can-do” problem-solver
	Accentuate the positive
	Give only relevant information as requested
	Be a pleaser
	Be businesslike
	Show respect; make the other person feel important
	Be polite, pleasant, and hospitable
	Never be unwilling to help (avoid the “that’s not our job” syndrome)
	Know the inner workings of other departments besides security, so you can make referrals
	“Win-Win” mutual needs satisfaction, not “Win-Lose”

	Part Two: Routine Daily Duties
	Post Orders
	Patrolling
	Observation and Memory
	Report Writing
	Communications

	Post Orders
	Each work site to which you will be assigned will have a set of POST ORDERS at the main security desk.
	The Post Orders explain your duties and the client’s expectations of Security Officers.
	You must read and sign the Post Orders. You are responsible for the information therein.
	Review the Post Orders periodically for new updates and to refresh your memory.

	Post Orders include:
	Officer’s duties, by day of week, shift, and time
	How to make patrol rounds; clock key locations
	Telephone procedures and employee phone directory
	Emergency procedures and phone numbers
	Post opening and closing procedures
	Access control procedures
	Alarm systems map
	Emergency exits map
	Daily Activity Reports, Incident Reports, etc. – how to fill them out
	Truck gate procedures
	Parking lot / traffic control procedures

	Purposes of Patrol:
	Detect and prevent fire, safety and health hazards
	Detect, prevent and deter theft, intrusion, vandalism, or other criminal or unauthorized activity
	Investigate as directed by the central alarm panel, dispatcher or supervisor
	Assist plant employees or management
	Test and inspect the physical security system
	Observe and report unusual events
	Respond to emergencies or outages
	Observe and report violations

	Type of Foot Patrols
	Internal (conducted inside the facility)
	Stationary (done within a restricted area)
	Security/Fire (inspecting fire alarms and alarm doors)

	Types of Mobile Patrols
	External (yards, streets, sidewalks, parking lots)
	High Visibility (to deter security threats)

	2 Major Principles of Patrol
	Vary the route
	Vary the time
	These measures are to prevent your patrols from becoming routine and predictable

	Preparing for Patrol
	Get to know the client facility well
	Electrical controls
	Doors and windows
	Emergency equipment
	Telephones
	Water shut-off valves
	Fire alarms and extinguishers
	Hazardous materials
	Review any new reports, logs, or memorandums from previous shift
	Inspect your vehicle
	Check your flashlight and watchman clock
	Will your pen still write? Do you have a field notebook?
	Are you required to use a hard hat, earplugs, or safety glasses?
	Do you have your keys? Whistle? Radio or cell phone?

	To enhance your ability to detect unusual situations:
	Become familiar with the central alarm station (alarms and CCTV screens)
	Get to know the people in your patrol environment (professionally, not personally)
	Note existing cracked windows, doors ajar, scrape marks near doorknobs, etc. so they don’t present a false alarm
	Check the maintenance tags on equipment
	Get to know the maintenance and janitorial personnel and their procedures

	Communication while on Patrol
	Listen before speaking into the radio
	Depress the speak button for a moment before and after speaking, to avoid truncation
	If an extended conversation is required, use the radio to request a landline
	Speak clearly and a little slower than normal
	Avoid unnecessary chatter
	Do not use foul language (plenty of neighbors have scanners)

	Tips for all Patrols (Foot and Mobile)
	Conduct a radio check before leaving
	Communicate periodically with Base
	Avoid distractions; be observant
	Use your field notebook; later, write accurate reports
	Be cautious
	Avoid being silhouetted (especially on foot patrol)

	Tips for Vehicular Patrol
	Don’t play the commercial radio loud
	Avoid smoking
	Park behind suspicious vehicles or at an angle
	Park legally
	Do not transport others unless told to do so
	Keep the windows open slightly (so you can hear and smell)
	Don’t use the flashing lights or the siren unless there is a genuine emergency
	Use spotlights carefully
	Inspect your vehicle before leaving
	Lock your vehicle if you leave it
	Use sight, hearing, and smell
	Drive slowly and safely

	Observation and Memory
	See
	Hear
	Smell
	Touch
	Taste
	Remember
	Assist your memory with field notebook and pen

	Exercise to Develop your Memory
	Study a photograph in a magazine. Then put it down, and write down all your observations. Then go back and compare.
	As you become more accurate and complete, reduce your observation time slightly and try again.

	Remembering Faces
	Hair
	Forehead
	Eyebrows
	Eyes
	Nose
	Cheeks and Cheek Bones
	Mouth
	Chin
	Complexion
	Neck

	Remembering the Whole Person
	Hair
	Face, Eyes, Complexion
	Age
	Sex
	Height
	Weight and Build

	Remembering the Whole Person
	Hat
	Shirt
	Coat or Jacket
	Tie, Turtleneck or Collar
	Pants or Skirt
	Shoes, Socks/Stockings
	Accessories

	Purposes of a Field Notebook
	Portable directory of contact and emergency names and phone numbers
	Write down details of an incident or observation
	Refresh your memory when you return to base
	Assist in writing security reports
	Detect inconsistencies in eyewitness statements
	Investigative aid
	An indication of officer’s work and competence

	Features of a Field Notebook
	Cloth or glue bound, not loose-leaf (so pages cannot be inserted or removed)
	Pages numbered sequentially
	Protected by a cover
	Small enough to fit in your pocket
	Large enough to write easily

	Your Field Notebook Should Contain Phone Numbers of:
	Security Headquarters / Field Office
	Police, Fire, EMT
	Local hospital
	Labor Relations
	Security Supervisors
	Client Supervisors
	When Using a Field Notebook
	Review your notes carefully before writing your report
	Make notes as soon as possible after observation or incident
	Be legible
	Avoid abbreviations
	No personal notes
	Do not rip out pages
	Use all pages and spaces
	Be complete
	Do not erase an error; draw a line through it and initial it
	Be systematic
	No personal opinions

	At the scene of an incident note the following:
	First observations of the scene, including sketches
	Your actions at the scene
	The actions of others at the scene
	Results of any property searches or personal searches
	Name, phone, and address of all persons involved
	Names of the other security personnel at the scene
	Names and badge numbers of police, fire, EMTs at the scene

	The Purpose of Reports
	Document routine patrols and what you observed on patrol (shift report)
	Accurate and permanent record
	Document the shift – all duties carried out and events that occurred (shift report)
	Detecting problem areas
	Basis for later statistical data
	Document a special occurrence (incident report)
	Indication of officer work and competence

	Security Reports Must Be:
	Clear
	Accurate
	Complete
	Concise
	Legible
	Prompt

	6 Essential Elements of a Report
	Who
	What
	When
	Where
	Why (not opinion; facts only)
	How (not opinion; facts only)

	Security Reports are Intended for:
	Your Shift Supervisor
	Your Site Commander
	Security Headquarters / Field Office
	Your client contact
	Possibly the courts (civil or criminal)

	Shift Reports (Daily Activity Reports)
	Distribute information from the Security Department to other departments
	Inform your superiors of conditions at your facility
	Point out problems and potential problems
	Provide details to superiors and authorities of various events and conditions that need their attention
	Suggest improvements

	Incident Reports
	Safety concerns
	Report violations
	Disciplinary matters
	Medical response
	Fire investigations
	Theft investigations
	Eyewitness statements
	Traffic accidents

	Every Report Should Include:
	Reporting officer’s name, date, shift start and end times, location
	Executive Summary
	Detailed chronology
	Follow-up actions still pending

	Report Writing Tips
	Don’t rush
	Third person (“He entered the hallway.”)
	Legible handwriting
	As soon as possible after the observation or event
	Not later than end of shift
	Use your field notes
	Black ink (copies better than blue ink)
	Past tense
	Detail events in chronological order
	When paraphrasing do not use quotation marks
	Good spelling and grammar
	Polite choice of words
	Do not include opinions, just facts

	After Writing the Report
	Re-read (proofread)
	If you see a mistake, do not erase it; draw a single line through it, initial it, and then write the correct information in a nearby margin
	If extensive corrections are needed, rewrite the report
	File the report in a safe, secure, confidential place where your Supervisor will find it.

	Effective Communications Must Be:
	Concise
	Accurate
	Timely
	Clear
	Complete
	Factual
	Polite

	Problems with 2-Way Radios:
	Short battery life
	Frequent breakdowns
	Expensive
	Failure to operate in dead spots
	Shared frequencies may have outside traffic
	Bulky
	Still, 2-Way Radios are indispensable to security work

	When on the Radio:
	Be courteous
	Hold the microphone 2-3 inches away from your face
	Speak across the microphone, not directly into it
	Know areas of interference
	Make sure no one else is broadcasting
	Point antenna straight up

	When on the Radio:
	Speak slow and low
	Broadcast only essential information, brief and to the point
	If signal is garbled, walk a few feet away and try again
	Be clear
	Plan your messages
	Conduct radio checks
	For lengthy conversations, use the radio to request a landline
	Use 10 codes if needed
	If your radio system relies on repeaters, hold down the transmitter button 2 seconds before and after speaking
	Use unit numbers for identifying personnel
	Use feedback to verify message received

	When on the Radio Do Not:
	Express anger or sarcasm
	Argue
	Broadcast over others
	Use big words or rare words
	Broadcast long messages
	Use personal names
	Use humor or horseplay
	Use abbreviations
	Scold
	Transmit alarming information
	Use profanity

	Common 10 Codes
	10-4 Message received OK
	10-5 Request radio check
	10-9 Repeat
	10-13 Meet (unit) (location)
	10-18 Proceed with caution
	10-19 Go to (location)
	10-20 What is your location?
	10-21 Call me on the phone
	10-22 Crime in progress
	10-23 Please stand by
	Check with your employer for other 10 codes you should know.

	When on the Phone Do Not:
	Talk too much (listen more)
	Eat or drink
	Cover the receiver to talk to coworkers
	Allow yourself to get distracted
	Chew gum
	Leave the customer on hold for a long time

	When on the Phone, Identify:
	Yourself
	Your department (e.g. “Security”)
	(If it is an outside caller) your client corporation

	Listening
	Concentrate on the speaker
	What does the caller want?
	Provide feedback

	When acting as a Receptionist, your telephone voice must be:
	Pleasant
	Positive
	Polite
	Informed
	Patient
	Calm
	Caring

	When acting as a Receptionist, your telephone voice must be:
	Concerned
	Professional
	Sincere
	Moderate speed
	Moderate pitch (slightly lower than your normal voice)

	Telephone Security
	Do not give out confidential information or promise to do so
	Do not give out home phone numbers or addresses

	Rude Callers
	Ignore it; don’t take it personally
	Control your temper; don’t argue
	Listen for any veiled or implied threat
	If there is a threat, keep the caller talking while you write down as much information as possible
	Identify the reason for a rude call

	Taking Phone Messages
	Listen carefully
	Echo the caller’s message
	Tell caller to whom you are going to route the message
	Tell caller approximately when message should reach its recipient
	Write down your name, caller name, recipient name and department, and substance of message, clearly and accurately

	Multiple Calls
	Handle one call at a time
	Prioritize urgent calls
	Answer all calls quickly
	Offer to call back or put on hold
	If putting on hold, explain it may take several minutes
	If necessary, jot down which caller is on which extension
	Get the caller’s number (in case of disconnection)

	Other Communications Issues
	Emphasize two-way radios and cell phones; use pagers only as backup
	When announcing into an intercom, do not speak loud
	If you hear an intercom announcement and can’t make it out, call dispatch

	Part Three: Special Types of Security
	Theft Prevention
	Physical Security
	Alarm and Access Technology

	Theft Prevention
	Theft is the largest percentage of asset loss
	Theft by employees
	Theft by the general public

	Why People Steal
	Financial gain
	Desire to have the item in question
	The challenge – daredevil
	Retaliate against unpopular management policies
	Finance an addiction
	Psychological disorder

	Opportunities for employee theft arise from:
	Negligent Security Officers
	Lax employee ethics
	Using an accident or arson as a diversion
	Using company vehicles to store items
	Using waste containers to store items
	Management creating resentful employees
	Failure to lock up storage areas or exterior doors

	Warning Signs of Impending Theft
	Employee who watches officer for a long time
	Overly friendly employees
	Hole in perimeter fence
	Out-of-place item concealed in a strange or unusual location
	Adjustment of clothing
	Bulges in clothing
	Excess number of portable, desirable items in the work area
	Car strangely parked near a storage area
	Employee bringing in a knapsack or large bag
	Diversions
	Arms held in an unusual manner
	An employee walking on the far side of a group
	A door that is normally locked is propped open
	Employees loitering in storage areas
	Company vehicle parked out of place
	Unusual walk, stiff leg or arm
	A vehicle parked unusually close to an entrance or exit
	Book or magazine folded as if to conceal a small item
	Employees loitering in restricted areas
	Shifting packages from side to side
	Employees in a hurry
	Personal clothing carried in a bundle or ball
	Employees holding tools or materials not used for their normal duties

	Preventing Theft
	Although catching thieves is important, PREVENTING theft is even MORE important
	Know what types of items can be brought onto company property (for example, a knapsack may not be allowed)
	Learn what marking system, if any, is used to mark equipment.
	Security Officers may help make Inventory Counts
	Learn what can be stolen – make a list of stockroom, outbuilding, sales floor, office and parking lot items
	Check company vehicles
	Use contacts with employees to gauge employee morale (when morale is low, theft increases)
	Perform random searches if company policy allows it
	Know whose signatures are authorized for Property Passes
	Look behind shelved merchandise
	Examine storage rooms and broom closets
	Check goods entering and exiting
	Check garbage containers
	Lock and key control
	Routine searches must be done at staggered times
	Develop informants by gaining respect of key employees

	When You Suspect Theft
	Follow your security agency’s policy and client policy
	When in doubt about search policy, ask your Supervisor
	An error on your part could result in termination and / or court action
	Your attitude must be professional and non-threatening
	Bear in mind: Company managers and executives sometimes bring company laptops, etc. home. Hourly employees do not.
	Individuals are protected by the 4th Amendment against unlawful searches and seizures. There must be a just and probable cause to search and seize.
	To presume intent of theft, some overt action or circumstance must be present to show wrongful intent
	Request the employee to step aside into the gatehouse or security office or alongside the security desk
	Ask the employee for identification
	Ask the employee to take out whatever is in the package, pocket, or bulge in clothing
	If the employee refuses, advise him or her that their refusal is a violation of company policy and could result in detention
	Still remain professional, polite, and non-threatening to the suspect
	Contact your Security Supervisor and the suspect’s supervisor
	Collect all allegedly stolen items
	If directed by Supervisor, detain suspect and call the police
	Write an Incident Report
	Report verbally also
	Report to your Security Supervisor
	Report to the suspect’s supervisor

	After Detecting Theft
	If employee property is involved, the decision to prosecute under criminal law is up to the victimized employee
	If company property is involved, the decision to prosecute is made by client management

	Physical Security
	First line of defense is the PERIMETER
	Second line of defense is the exterior of BUILDINGS
	Third line of defense is INTERIOR CONTROLS

	Perimeter Security
	Outside security lighting
	Fencing, walls, barriers
	Clear demarcation of property line guarantees property owner’s rights
	CCTV
	Vehicle and truck gates
	Parking lots patrol
	Guard at booth identifying and monitoring incoming pedestrians

	Exterior of Buildings
	CCTV
	Access control
	Locks and keys
	Intrusion alarms
	Protective lighting
	Glazing (adding intrusion resistant surface to windows)

	Interior Controls
	Electronic motion detectors
	Card access systems
	Lock and key system
	Intrusion alarms
	Safes and vaults
	Protective lighting
	CCTV
	Locked document storage cabinets
	Fire alarms
	Computer security

	Controlling access
	People
	Vehicles
	Property

	Entrance security
	Admit only authorized personnel with ID
	Discharged, suspended or laid off employees must be authorized by a department, logged in as visitors, and escorted.
	Record entrance and exit of all visitors and contractors. Authorize them with a department, then issue a visitor pass.
	Check materials entering facility
	Check all outgoing packages, ensuring there is a valid Property Pass
	Check Exit Pass when employee exits at an irregular hour
	Issue a Temporary ID to valid employees who forgot their ID card
	Employees on medical leave must obtain their doctor’s permission to visit
	Retirees are identified, logged in as visitors, and issued a Visitor’s Pass
	Do not accept a Warrant, Letter of Authority, or Subpoena
	Detain a Process Server at the entrance

	Vehicle or Truck Gate Procedures
	Ensure that only authorized vehicles enter and exit
	Maintain vehicle record log
	Collect and inspect all documents required for truck entrance
	Lift gate arm, manually or by computer, for verified employees whose swipe card is missing or not working
	Inspect exiting vehicles
	Protect crossing pedestrians and automobiles
	Direct vendors, contractors, and emergency personnel

	Mechanical Security Locks
	Single cylinder deadbolt (solid doors)
	Double cylinder deadbolt (doors with windows. Key must be used to enter AND leave)
	Vertical deadbolt (resists jimmying)
	Captive double cylinder deadbolt (has a special removable thumb-turn key, providing easy exit in emergencies)
	Cam locks (desk drawers, cabinets, lock boxes, etc.)

	Key Control
	Maintain a Key Cabinet and Key Log at the main security desk
	Keys issued only to authorized employees
	Employees with keys may not pass the key to another employee without authorization from Key Control
	Employees with keys are responsible for them
	Lost or stolen keys are reported immediately
	Only Key Control may change or remove locks
	Unauthorized locks are removed and discarded

	Alarm System Operator Aids
	Visual display (newer – graphical; older – text only)
	Sound device
	Logging device (saves data to disk or tape)
	Alarm and report printers
	Operator controls (keypad, keyboard, mouse or trackball)

	Alarm Sensors and Detectors
	Glass-break sensors
	Stress detectors
	Balanced magnetic switch sensors
	Motion detectors (microwave, thermal, video)
	Light sensors
	Grid-wire sensors
	Switch sensors
	Infrared sensors
	Biometrics detectors
	Vibration sensors
	Capacitance sensors
	Laser system sensors
	Pressure mats
	Pressure switch sensors
	Doppler sensors
	Dual-technology sensor (ultrasonic or microwave, with thermal)

	Anti-Fire Technology
	Fire alarms
	Flame detectors
	Smoke alarms
	Sprinkler alarms

	Other Security Technology
	ID card readers
	CCTV
	Intercoms, telephones, radios
	Alarm glass
	Photoelectric controls

	Components of Computer-Controlled Access System
	Electronic lock
	Strong door, no alternate entrances
	Access credential database
	Credential reader
	Decision-making processor
	Monitoring and recording device

	Access Control
	Guard at entrance
	Frequent patrols of outdoor or open areas
	Fences funnel visitors
	“No Trespassing” signs
	Identification of individuals (vocal or keypad codes, coded swipe card, biometrics attribute)
	Locks
	CCTV
	Alarm systems

	CCTV (Closed Circuit Television)
	Hidden surveillance
	Identification for entry
	Deterrent to crime
	Permanent record of events on videotape

	Central Security Desk
	Telephone and radio
	Alarm console
	Logging software
	Digital audio recorder
	Video surveillance monitors / recorders
	Hot line phones
	Key cabinet

	Alarm Response
	Never assume it’s a false alarm
	Maintain radio contact as you respond
	If there is evidence of an intrusion, do not enter; call the police; notify the main security desk; ask for backup.
	Part Four: Special Types of Security (Continued)
	Information Security
	Traffic Control and Parking Lot Security
	Crowd Control
	Labor Strikes

	Types of Critical Information
	Computer hardware and software
	Patent information
	Design plans
	New technologies
	Classified information
	Research and Development program records
	Data
	Experimental equipment
	Budget proposals and forecasts
	Contract information
	Laptop computers
	Expansion and acquisition plans
	Blueprints and drawings
	Strategic marketing plans
	Legal strategies and briefs
	Trade secrets
	Product formulae
	Mailing and client lists
	Personnel information

	Where is Sensitive Information Stored?
	Filing cabinets
	Laptop computers
	Desktop computers
	Minicomputers
	Mainframe computers
	Computer networks
	Corporate intranets
	Microfiche machines
	Brief cases and portfolios
	Floppies, CDs and magnetic tapes
	Conference rooms

	Threat Sources
	Misuse of passwords, sharing of log-on IDs
	Disgruntled employees
	Poor sorting of information and equipment
	Malicious outsiders (hackers, crackers, pranksters)
	Inadequate personnel training
	Unauthorized information leaving the site
	Inadequate or nonexistent security policies
	Corporate espionage
	Poor procedures for disposal of sensitive information
	Careless employees
	Copying computer software without authorization

	Physical Security Aspects
	Building should be difficult to enter
	Offices should be even more difficult to enter
	All computer hardware and software should be locked when not in use
	Visual inspection of sensitive areas such as computer rooms, file cabinets, etc.
	Check for wiretaps
	Observe and report unauthorized use of computers
	Ensure proper paperwork for outgoing material

	How Computer Information May Be Compromised
	Unauthorized access
	Unauthorized deletion of information
	Unauthorized modification of information
	Destruction of information using a virus, worm or Trojan
	Someone masquerading as an authorized user
	Unauthorized withholding of information

	Prevent Electronic Information from being Intercepted in Transit
	Secure faxing, emailing, network transfer
	Restricted access to printers
	Encryption software
	Wireless systems provide no evidence of interception

	Methods of Attack Against Computer Systems
	Impersonation
	Cause a system crash
	Plant a virus
	Eavesdropping
	Delete system files on a PC, so Windows will no longer work properly
	Plant a worm
	Network spoofing
	Destroy information
	Password cracking
	Steal information
	Plant a Trojan Horse
	Steal sensitive laptops
	Overload the system
	Email hacking
	Steal sensitive floppies, CDs or tapes
	Denial-of-service attacks
	Tricking people into revealing their password (“social engineering”)

	Computer Security Policies
	Access controls
	Email security
	Internet and Intranet security
	“Lock up” computer room
	Password security
	Backup and restore procedures
	Floppy, CD and magnetic tape security
	Fire vaults
	“Lock down” PCs and terminals

	Goals of Traffic Control
	Reduce accidents
	Convenience for employees, visitors, contractors, cabbies, delivery personnel
	Quick access for emergency vehicles
	Handle occasional extra traffic load (special events)
	Maintain safety
	Prevent speeding
	Regulate traffic
	Unblock long term problem spots
	Relieve short term bottle-necks

	Proper Clothing for Traffic Control Duty
	Protect against cold
	Protect against rain
	Allow for heat and humidity
	Luminous orange safety vest (at night)

	Equipment for Traffic Control Duty
	Stop and Go signs or flags
	Flashlight
	Whistle
	Cell phone
	Radio

	Traffic Control Techniques
	Stand in the center of the intersection
	Whistle (use sparingly)
	One long whistle blast means STOP
	Two short blasts means ATTENTION
	Use standard, clear, forceful hand signals
	Always give emergency vehicles the right of way immediately
	No long chats with pedestrians or motorists
	Wait until there is a break in traffic before you allow a perpendicular driver to turn
	Get tag and vehicle description of offensive drivers, jot down in field notebook, then include in report later
	Coordinate the flow of traffic with that of adjacent intersections
	Stay alert at all times
	Wear a luminous orange safety vest
	You cannot arrest traffic violators (you’re not a cop)
	Do not smoke, eat, or drink
	Control your temper
	If traffic is light, pass 4 cars one way, then 4 cars the other way
	If traffic is heavy, pass 8 cars one way, then 8 cars the other way
	Regulate the flow of traffic
	Assist people seeking information
	Protect pedestrians
	Control and assist turning vehicles

	Caution!
	A security officer should never attempt to control traffic until he or she has received specific training in traffic control.

	Goals of Parking Lot Security
	Speak to lost drivers
	Discourage speeding
	Immediately relieve bottlenecks
	Reduce unauthorized parking
	Control neighborhood juveniles
	Discourage loitering
	Detour vehicles around an accident
	Discourage assault and theft

	Parking Lot Security Tips
	Have night shift employees park close together
	Watch for speeding or parking violations
	Frequently monitor parking lot with CCTV, foot patrols and/or vehicular patrols, especially after dark
	Report loose gravel, potholes, ice, or significant snow accumulation
	Let entering motorists know they must always give the right of way to emergency vehicles

	Monitoring Parking Lots
	Look for parking violators
	Frequent patrols
	Look for vehicle lights left on
	Watch for unauthorized use of the company dumpster
	CCTV
	Watch for assault
	Look for vehicles parked in no parking zones
	Look for unauthorized vehicles
	Watch for robbery
	Watch for reckless drivers
	Investigate anyone who appears to be having trouble entering a vehicle
	Look for stranded motorists (car won’t start)
	If giving jumpstart, first make motorist sign written Liability Waiver

	Controlling Unruly Crowds
	Have a command post onsite
	Observe
	Don’t lose your temper or be overbearing
	Remove or isolate instigators before the crowd can achieve unity of purpose
	If the crowd is evolving into a mob, call your Supervisor and the Police
	Show deference toward religious symbols and flags
	Know your emergency action plans
	Maintain calm
	Don’t panic
	Fragment the crowd into small isolated groups
	Note changes in crowd’s mood and attitude
	Maintain and direct pedestrian and vehicular traffic
	Be neutral and impartial; don’t take sides
	Remove the crowd’s leaders
	Keep an escape route open to prevent panic
	Look for trouble spots
	Disperse persons who are loitering
	Do not respond to baiting
	Use a recognized leader to restore calm
	Respond immediately to shouting matches or shoving
	Stand outside the crowd
	Do not participate in unnecessary conversation
	When requesting backup, overestimate rather than underestimate your manpower needs
	Remain highly visible
	Do not have body contact with crowd members
	Divert the attention of the crowd by using a public address system

	If there is a Fight
	Radio the command post and request backup
	If there are weapons, do not intervene; call the police
	

	Security Officer Responsibilities During a Labor Strike
	Lock and key control; replace locks damaged by strikers
	Escort visiting union members
	Protect company property
	Picket line surveillance
	Prevent pre-strike vandalism
	Document threatening phone calls
	Protect management personnel
	Protect and provide safe access for non-union employees
	Ask for police assistance at the picket during shift changes
	Protect temporary employees and strike breakers
	Fire safety inspections
	Cross the picket line only if necessary, and in a security vehicle, not on foot. Have another Security Officer with you.

	Part Five: Emergency Situations
	Crisis Intervention
	Safety Awareness
	Fire Prevention
	Hazardous Materials
	Emergency Response

	Disruptive Employees or Visitors
	Abusing alcohol
	Lost money gambling
	Illness or injury
	Just got fired, laid off, or disciplined
	Mental illness
	Argument with spouse
	Under stress
	Emotional problems
	Loss of a loved one
	Substance abuse
	Suffered an accident
	Anger or Frustration
	Adolescent child out of control
	Financial problems

	Handling Disruptive Persons
	Always be alert
	Do not stand between the upset person and the exit, cutting him off
	Remain calm
	Stand four feet away
	Do not return anger
	Show respect
	Address the person by name
	Do not raise your voice
	Act appropriately
	Do not argue
	Be impartial and objective
	Listen to the upset person carefully
	Stand to the side, not in front of, the upset individual

	Signs of Impending Violence
	Hyperventilating
	Gritting teeth
	Foaming at the mouth
	Opening and closing hands
	Eyes dilated
	Tensing

	To De-Escalate the Situation
	Let the person blow off steam with hostile language and gestures, but not violently
	Use calming verbal persuasion
	Use physical restraint as a last resort
	Have a crisis management team in place (3 to 5 persons including the Security Officer on duty)

	When it blows over…
	Don’t forget to write an Incident Report
	Who, What, Where, When, Why, How
	Concise
	Complete
	Objective
	Accurate

	Characteristics of Accidents
	Unexpected
	Harmful contact is made
	An employee is sickened, injured or killed
	Work is stopped or delayed
	The employer has to pay through the nose

	Causes of Accidents
	Unsafe actions by workers
	Lack of safety policy, or not enforced
	Personal factors (attitude, alcohol or drugs, fatigue, physical problem, mental problem, distracted by radio headset or conversation)
	Lack of safety training
	Unsafe conditions
	Lack of safety awareness and motivation
	Lack of an emergency plan

	When you observe a safety violation
	Fix the problem if possible (unblock the exit)
	Advise the worker
	Record the worker’s name
	Notify your security supervisor
	Notify the worker’s supervisor
	Incident Report

	Things to notice on patrol
	Employees engaged in unsafe bending and lifting?
	Too much sun?
	Too hot, cold or humid?
	Too noisy?
	Employees too confined?
	Great heights without safeguards?
	Is there a defined public area for customers to wait in?
	Electrical fittings secure?
	Safe material handling and storage?
	Floors and walkways clear of tripping hazards?
	Obstructed fire extinguishers?
	Smoking in non-smoking areas?
	Fences around pits and hazardous areas?
	Clear access to work areas and exits?
	Electrical and welding equipment safely used and stored?
	Floors slippery with water, oil or grit?
	Any broken glass?
	Aisles or exits obstructed?
	Are contractors notified of any hazards in their work area?
	Power tools properly used, cleaned, and stored?
	Trash stored in proper receptacles?
	Forklift operators speeding?
	Autos or trucks speeding?
	Parking in fire lanes?
	People given inadequate training before they use equipment?
	First aid kits ill maintained or obstructed?
	Staircases dirty or obstructed?
	Inflammable materials not stored in proper metal receptacles?
	Employees wearing personal protective equipment when needed?
	All equipment inspected regularly? (check tags)
	Platforms and railings safe?
	
	Are ladders, exits, stairways, electrical switch boxes, aisles and walkways,
	emergency equipment, first aid kits, or fire fighting equipment blocked?
	Do machines look dirty, have frayed wires or worn belts?
	Are all hazardous substances identified, labeled, correctly handled and properly stored?
	Adequate ventilation?
	Eating or drinking in potentially toxic or infectious areas?
	Are the overhead valves secure?
	Are there shields and guards for belt driven equipment?
	Are emergency routes clearly marked?
	Is there dust, fumes, gas or vapors?
	Ample lighting?
	Broken or damaged equipment adequately tagged?
	Do you notice any unsafe practices?
	Are all air vents, water pipes and electrical cords well maintained and away from water, heat or sharp objects?
	Are hand and electrical trucks being used safely?
	Employees horse-playing in work areas?
	All safety devices accessible and well maintained?

	Preventing Fires
	Clean up, reduce clutter
	Observant, frequent security patrols
	Observant employees
	Lock up all seldom used areas when not in use (to reduce arson potential)
	Lock up combustible storage areas when not in use
	Detailed Fire Plan in place
	Lives are the first priority, property second
	The Plan must be PUT INTO EFFECT.

	Ingredients of a Fire
	Oxygen
	Fuel
	Heat
	Once started, a fire spreads quickly

	When on patrol, observe:
	Boilers, heaters and furnaces
	Maintenance of appliances
	Any cooking areas
	Maintenance of fire equipment
	Electrical equipment and breaker rooms
	Obstructed fire equipment
	Smoking areas
	Hazardous materials improperly stored or marked
	Storage areas for flammable liquids
	Poor housekeeping
	Vehicle storage areas
	Any heat near any storage area
	Any area that is cluttered
	Faulty electrical wiring
	Work areas that utilize oils, paint thinners, or combustible liquids
	Any sloppy cutting or welding

	Commit to memory:
	Your site’s escape routes
	Your site’s evacuation plan
	The essentials of your client’s fire plan
	Location of all fire alarm boxes
	Fire rating of the materials in the work area
	The locations where flammable or hazardous materials are stored
	The location of all fire extinguishers
	Types of fires each extinguisher is suited for
	The work areas where flammable or hazardous materials are used

	Types of fires
	Type A: paper, wood, rubbish, cloth, etc.
	Type B: flammable gas or liquids
	Type C: Electrical
	Type D: Combustible metals

	Fire Detection
	Security Officers monitoring
	Employees monitoring
	Electronic detection

	
	Electronic detection
	Temperature above a certain level
	Rapid increase in temperature
	Smoke
	Airborne particles
	Many false alarms (you MUST investigate ALL fire alarms in spite of this)

	When you encounter a fire
	Activate the fire alarm
	If it’s a very small fire, and you have the correct type of extinguisher close at hand, put it out yourself
	Otherwise:
	Activate the sprinkler system in the affected area
	Evacuate the building
	Later:
	Assist firefighters and the injured
	Restore fire-protective systems
	Incident Report

	Using the wrong kind of extinguisher:
	Will make the fire bigger
	Can kill you

	How to operate a fire extinguisher
	Pull the pin
	Aim the nozzle
	Squeeze the trigger
	Do not hold the extinguisher upside down

	Identification symbols on fire extinguishers
	Some extinguishers have pictographs instead of symbols
	A – waste basket and pile of logs
	B – Safety can titled forward
	C – Electrical outlet and plug

	Types of fire extinguishers
	Halogen (Class A, B and C fires; no permanent residue)
	Dry chemical (Class A, B and C fires)
	Foam (Class A and B fires)
	Water (Class A fires)
	Carbon Dioxide (Class B and C fires)

	Fixed extinguishing systems
	STAND PIPES supply fire hoses
	SPRINKLER HEADS
	Specialized systems for commercial kitchens
	Use of fire resistant building materials

	Preventing hazardous materials incidents
	Keep storage areas locked when not in use
	Involve site employees in HazMat security
	Limit access to storage areas to employees who actually work with the materials
	Restrict off hours access
	Do not leave hazardous materials unattended while the storage area is unlocked
	Know who is in the HazMat storage area
	Use a logbook or card access devices
	Have all employees who work in the HazMat area wear ID tags
	Approach any people you don’t recognize
	Use a log to sign hazardous materials in and out of secure storage
	Take a periodic inventory
	Track the use and disposal of hazardous materials
	Know what materials are being ordered and brought in to the HazMat area
	Know what materials are being removed from the HazMat area. A property pass should be required.

	Responding to an uncontrolled release of a hazardous substance
	Activate the HazMat contingency plan
	Stay out of the contaminated area
	Identify the substance released and the quantity
	Do not approach injured employees until they have been decontaminated
	Assist the HazMat team
	Determine the extent of damage
	Keep onlookers out of the contaminated area, including news media

	Natural Emergencies
	Earthquake / building collapse
	Tornado
	Hurricane
	Forest fire
	Flood
	Winter storm
	Volcano
	Electrical storm

	Man-Made Emergencies
	Fire / Arson
	Explosion
	Chemical spill
	Hazardous gas leak
	Riot or violent strike
	Sabotage / Terrorism
	Radiation accident
	Bomb threat

	Preparation for Emergencies
	Comprehensive Emergency Plan
	Chain of command

	Elements of an Emergency Plan
	Warning and communications within the site
	Contacting the authorities and emergency services
	Chain of command
	Emergency lighting
	Protection of inbound and outbound shipments
	Evacuation of personnel
	Selective or total shutdown of normal operations
	Perimeter security
	Documentation (possibly by camcorder)
	Alternate location for management
	Medical services
	Records and equipment protection
	Insurance coverage

	Security Duties in an Emergency
	Sound the alarm
	Evacuate personnel
	Communicate instructions via public address, radio or telephone
	Retrieve critical documents and equipment
	Distribute personal protective equipment
	Protect all property
	Assist fire, police, EMTs
	Protect nearby residents
	Secure the perimeter with ropes, signs or barriers to prevent unauthorized access
	Call people on emergency notification phone list
	Notify emergency services
	Communicate emergency instructions to site personnel
	Assist the injured
	Direct shut down of operations
	Account for all site personnel, including visitors and contractors
	Restore normal operations, when the emergency is over

	Natural Disasters
	When a tornado watch is announced, monitor the local weather service. When a tornado warning is issued, sound the alarm and evacuate all personnel to safe areas.
	Winter storms: Dress warmly, assist anyone trapped outside, note snow accumulations on roofs, report unsafe walkways
	Hurricane warning: Help evacuate personnel and board up. Afterwards, inspect the premises for trapped personnel and damage.
	After an earthquake: Account for all personnel, assist injured and trapped personnel, assess building damage, inspect gas lines and HazMat storage areas.
	During a flood, you may have to place sandbags, divert water, move equipment or coat it with grease, and shut off gas lines and electrical power.

	Part Six: Emergency Situations (Continued)
	Workplace violence
	Bomb threats
	Substance abuse
	Terrorism and WMD
	VIP protection

	Types of Workplace Violence
	Hate crimes
	Robbery
	Against employees or managers
	Angry customer or vendor
	Against domestic partners
	Vandalism
	Random shooting
	Civil disturbance in the neighborhood
	Looting after a natural or manmade disaster

	Reporting a Threat on an Incident Report
	What was said or written?
	Is the threat maker an employee? Ex-employee? Customer? Vendor? Contractor? Stranger?
	When and where was the threat made?
	Any witnesses?
	Can the threat maker access the site? How can this be prevented?

	Warning Signs
	Continuous stressors
	Avid gun or knife collector
	Sudden behavior changes or extremes
	Problem with authority figures
	Intolerant
	Poor performance ratings
	Fond of violent films or TV shows
	History of alcohol or drug abuse
	Aggressive stance, attitude or comments
	Self centered
	Intimidation
	Recent layoff
	History of job losses
	History of family problems
	Expresses threats or hostility
	Uncooperative
	Lies or exaggerates
	Frequently discusses violent topics
	Recent discharge
	Mood swings or depression
	Incommunicative
	Recent disciplinary action
	Blames others for his or her problems
	Aloof, detached, distant
	Job dissatisfaction
	Personal problems
	Very neat or very sloppy
	Poor social skills
	Frequently argues
	Frequently complains
	Violent or criminal history

	Preventing Workplace Violence
	All employees should be trained to recognize warning signs.
	Security officers should develop a professional rapport with key employees who can report warning signs.
	There should be a Workplace Violence Management Team in place. Only the Team Leader speaks to the angry person.

	Dealing with potentially violent persons
	Ask questions until you’ve identified the issue
	Echo the issue back to the complainant
	Acknowledge the issue is important and must be resolved
	Agree with the complainant where possible
	Ask the complainant how he or she feels
	Express empathy with the complainant’s feelings
	Suggest a mutually satisfactory resolution

	Physical Intervention
	Only when there is a threat of immediate physical harm
	Call for backup first
	Use verbal means or a whistle first
	Control your anger
	Separate fighting individuals
	Use minimum force
	If there is a weapon, withdraw to cover and call the police

	After it’s over:
	Incident Report
	Who, What, Where, When, Why, How
	Clear
	Accurate
	Concise
	Complete

	Bomb Threats
	Only one out of a hundred threats is real.
	4 out of 5 REAL bombers provide NO advance warning.
	Still, you must take every bomb threat seriously. Assume it is real until you can determine otherwise.
	Always be on the lookout for anything out of place or unusual, such as a briefcase left in a stairwell.

	Motives for bomb threats and bombings
	Religious or ideological extremism
	Desire to gain publicity for a cause
	Financial gain through insurance
	Personal relationship gone bad
	Desire for personal fame
	Territorial dispute
	Emotional instability
	Vengeance for a perceived wrong

	Prevention
	Careful watch of CCTV screens
	Have a Bomb Threat Plan in place
	Liaison with law enforcement
	Inspect seldom used areas on patrol
	Bomb Threat Plan must be properly documented
	Access control with inbound property searches
	Employees must be trained to observe and report
	Threat Checklist tailored to each work area
	Secure all equipment and storage rooms when not in use
	Periodic bomb threat drills
	Alert employees reporting any unusual object
	Proper controls over any explosive materials used in the business

	Common places for bomb placement
	Will usually be disguised as something harmless
	Lobbies
	Boats at dock
	Bathrooms
	Fire stairs
	Basements
	Receiving platforms
	Janitor closets
	Tractor trailers
	Trash containers
	Hallways
	Automobiles
	Use airplane as a bomb
	Elevators
	Phone booths
	Storage areas
	Railroad cars
	Attics

	A bomb threat in writing
	Contact your Supervisor
	Retain all packaging
	Once read, minimize handling
	Turn document over to authorities
	If it’s an email, save it
	Call the police
	If specific time and location was mentioned, tell Supervisor and police

	A bomb threat by phone
	Keep the caller on the phone as long as possible, to gather information
	Silently get another employee to call the authorities on another phone
	Note voice attributes, accent, repeated phrases, background noises
	Tell the threat maker there may be loss of life; the threat maker may then divulge more information
	Try to obtain bomb location, time of detonation, type of bomb, and caller’s name
	Don’t be overheard – it could cause a panic
	When you hang up, call your Supervisor and police

	If an evacuation is authorized
	Life is first priority, not property
	Evacuate and isolate affected area
	Open all windows and doors in affected area to let out shock wave
	Shut off gas and fuel lines
	Keep evacuated people calm
	Assist emergency personnel
	Refer the media to your client’s media spokesperson

	When dealing with a bomb threat
	Call your Supervisor
	Advise local police
	Safe, orderly evacuation
	Call everyone on your emergency notification phone list
	Keep the media away
	Account for all personnel, visitors, contractors
	Form small search teams, including one employee familiar with each area, and one bomb squad member

	Search Guidelines
	Turn off all 2-way radios, cell phones and pagers
	Do not turn anything on or off, whether lights, air conditioners, etc.
	Look for any object that appears unusual, tampered with, in an unexpected position, or out of place
	Do not touch or try to move a suspicious object – report it to the authorities and secure the area
	Check seldom used areas, such as the bottoms of stairwells
	Do not allow anyone but search crews and police into the affected area
	Check all sealed and closed areas for signs of tampering
	Use all of your senses
	Look up just as much as you look down
	Search until it is known that the bomb is disarmed or is a hoax

	If an explosion occurs
	Notify police, fire and EMT
	Evacuate the affected area
	Keep everyone out except emergency responders
	Assist emergency personnel
	Assist the injured
	Refer the media to your client’s media spokesperson
	Call everyone on the emergency notification phone list

	Types of Workplace Substance Abuse
	Alcohol
	Cannabis (Marijuana, Hashish, Hashish Oil)
	Depressants (Barbiturates, Tranquilizers, Rohypnol)
	Stimulants (Cocaine, Amphetamines)
	Narcotics (Heroin, Opium)
	Hallucinogens (Mescaline, LSD, PCP, DMT)
	Inhalants (glue, gasoline, erasing fluid)

	Combating Workplace Substance Abuse
	Interviews with employees to gather intelligence
	Alert, observant security patrols
	Undercover operations
	Developing informants among supervisors and employees
	Employee education and assistance
	Covert surveillance
	Searches (dog-based or chemical test-based)

	Places where drugs are sold at work
	Bathrooms
	Bottoms of stairwells
	Parking lots
	Seldom used areas (like storage rooms)
	Vehicles
	Secluded areas (indoors or outdoors)

	Detecting drug activity at the workplace
	Does a particular employee have numerous unexplained visitors?
	Develop informants by cultivating excellent professional relationships with key supervisors and employees
	Alert observant patrols
	Look for symptomatic appearance or behavior

	When you see an employee probably under the influence
	Do not presume to diagnose; the symptoms may have causes not related to drugs or alcohol
	Report your suspicions to your Supervisor and/or the Police
	If an employee is acting out dramatically, get backup, then escort the suspect to the Security Office. Call Police and EMS.

	Escorting someone under the influence
	First get backup
	Inform your Supervisor and the Police
	Use extreme caution
	Keep other employees away
	Hands in a neutral position
	Non-threatening demeanor and body language
	Allow personal space
	Stand at a right angle to the suspect

	Evidence
	When you detect certain drug use, contact your Supervisor and the Police
	Wear protective gloves, face mask and clothing
	Do not touch or move the evidence unless instructed by Supervisor or Police
	Do not allow the evidence to be contaminated
	Do not taste or sniff anything
	Use the words “allegedly” and “suspect”
	Document transfer and disposition of evidence

	Recognizing Substance Abuse
	Impairment
	Combativeness
	Irritability
	Unusual odor
	Personality changes
	Slurred speech
	Dilated pupils

	Recognizing Substance Abuse
	Emotional outbursts
	Needle marks
	Memory problems
	Sniffles, runny eyes or nose (Cocaine)
	Suspicious activity in secluded areas
	Suspicious activity in parking lots

	Detecting Narcotics
	Scarring or “tracks” on arms or backs of hands
	Sniffles
	Coughing that stops suddenly
	Pupils constricted and fixed
	Looks run-down, sleep-deprived
	Looks sick
	Withdrawn
	Red watering eyes
	Frequent scratching
	Poor appetite

	How Heroin is Packaged
	Heroin can have several shades from white to brown to black
	Balloon
	Small brown coin envelope
	Small rectangular paper package (“doper fold”)

	Detecting Depressants
	Slurred speech
	Diminished alertness
	Disorientation
	Impaired judgment
	Drunken-like behavior
	Poor manipulative skills
	Recurrent confusion
	Uncoordinated
	Obvious inability to function
	Trouble driving or operating machinery

	Detecting Stimulants
	Delusions or paranoia
	Nervous, restless, excited, hyperactive (early stage)
	Depression, exhaustion, dullness (late stage)
	Irritability
	Euphoria
	Feeling of super capability
	Razor blades, mirrors, straws, small spoons
	Weight loss
	Excessive talking
	Argumentative
	Dilated pupils
	Performs same tasks repeatedly
	Odor like urine-soaked diapers
	Poor judgment
	Runny nose, sniffles, watery eyes (Cocaine)

	Detecting Hallucinogens
	Trance-like state
	Excited behavior
	Fearful or terrified
	Slurred speech
	Drooling
	Rapid eye movement
	Sweating
	Flushed face
	Exaggerated walk
	Trembling hands
	Impaired judgment
	Dizziness
	Irrationality
	Sensory confusion

	Detecting Cannabis
	Initially animated; later, sleepy
	Euphoria
	Pupils dilated
	Greatly relaxed inhibitions
	Eyes bloodshot
	Trouble driving or operating machinery
	Increased appetite
	Impairment
	Disoriented behavior
	Loss of short term memory

	Detecting Inhalants
	Poor muscular control
	Watery eyes
	Slurred speech
	Strange odor
	Runny nose
	Drowsy or unconscious

	Counterterrorism Measures
	CCTV
	Ongoing employee training
	Checking IDs and packages
	Computer security
	Avoid racial profiling
	Access controls for personnel and vehicles
	Barriers
	Drills
	Alarm systems
	Security lighting
	Emergency Plans
	Locks
	Information security
	Liaison with police, fire and EMS
	Metal, biochemical and radiation detectors
	Screening and ongoing surveillance of employees
	Liaison with HAZMAT and Homeland Security
	Checking vehicles
	Insurance coverage
	Do not obsess about terrorism to the exclusion of more everyday threats like fire and theft
	Secure communications
	Detect and report suspicious activity
	Alert, staggered patrols with varied routes
	Incident Response Plans
	Keeping parked vehicles locked and secured

	WMD – Weapons of Mass Destruction
	Radiation or radioactivity
	Toxic chemicals
	Biological disease agent
	Terrorists
	Criminals
	The mentally disturbed

	Preventing WMD Incidents
	Bag and package inspections
	Alert security patrols
	Security awareness among employees
	Look for odd incoming mail
	Access controls for personnel and vehicles
	Look for unusual containers
	Authorize everything coming into Receiving

	Dealing with WMD Incidents
	Contact Police and EMS
	Isolate the package in a sealed container
	Look for many people from the same area with the same symptoms
	Secure, isolate, and evacuate any affected area
	Wear protective equipment
	Remove contaminated clothing
	Decontaminate all personnel (water with soap and bleach)
	Approach affected area from upwind not downwind
	Assist emergency responders; remember, they are in charge
	Radiation: administer Potassium Iodide

	VIP Protection – the Guard Must:
	Be a skilled, strong, and fit martial artist
	Be licensed to carry a handgun
	Be certified in First Aid and CPR
	Be a good, safe driver
	Have “upper class” speech and manners

	VIP Protection Techniques
	Always enter the room first before the VIP
	Always stay near the VIP
	If there is trouble, move the VIP to safety immediately
	Know the VIP’s business and personal habits
	Know the day’s itinerary
	Blend in, don’t stand out
	Assist the VIP (for instance, open the limousine door)
	Always remain alert
	Join the VIP at recreation, not just work
	Stand or sit between the VIP and the direction of possible threats

	Part Seven: Legal Aspects of Security
	Legal Aspects
	Harassment and Discrimination
	Use of Force
	Apprehension and Detention
	Testimony
	Evidence
	Crime Scenes
	Police and Security Liaison

	STAY WITHIN THE LAW!
	If you exceed the law, in arresting, searching, seizing, or using force, there may be criminal and/or civil actions against you personally and/or your employer.
	As a Security Officer, your power of arrest is the same as that of an ordinary citizen. YOU ARE NOT a police officer or peace officer.

	Citizen’s Arrest
	MISDEMEANORS are minor crimes punishable by a year or LESS in jail.
	FELONIES are significant crimes punishable by a year or MORE in jail.
	Citizen’s arrests are only made for FELONIES which are WITNESSED by the citizen.
	“Sit there until the police arrive” is an arrest. It does not require handcuffing or locking up the suspect.
	If you arrest someone, it will be an arrest WITHOUT a Warrant (Warrants are not carried by Security Officers)
	Try to have a witness to the felony.
	Notify the police immediately.
	Restrain only for a reasonable time period (normally, the time it takes for the Police to arrive)
	Do not arrest for trespassing; advise him to leave, and if he doesn’t, call the Police
	Physical force only in self defense or to defend an innocent bystander

	Search and Seizure
	There must be a company policy allowing searches
	The employee must voluntarily consent to be searched
	Do not search beyond limits of consent granted
	If possible, have someone of the same sex as the suspect perform a body search
	Employee can withdraw permission to search
	You can seize company property if removal is unauthorized
	You can seize weapons
	You can seize items that would help the suspect escape detention
	You may seize WITHOUT a search if the above items are in PLAIN VIEW

	If an employee refuses to be searched
	You can report due cause for suspicion to the employee’s Supervisor, the Police, or both
	Also write up an Incident Report
	But you CANNOT force a search upon an unwilling suspect, EVEN IF there is a company policy calling for searches
	In that case, the employee is violating a company policy and will be disciplined soon enough

	Use of Force
	The force must be necessary
	The force must be appropriate (you cannot shoot a fleeing shoplifter)
	Restrain, rather than incapacitate, unless there is immediate threat to life

	Confessions
	You are not required to recite Miranda rights
	But the confession must be VOLUNTARY, not induced by promises or coerced by threats
	Can be short and simple, or long and detailed
	Can be oral or written
	Write down exactly what is said
	Do not ask ambiguous questions
	Give the suspect time to explain
	Have a second officer on hand as a witness

	Discrimination is illegal
	Disability
	Citizenship
	Race
	Age
	Gender
	Sexual Orientation
	Religion
	Political Opinions
	National Origin
	Marital Status

	Discrimination can mean inequality in:
	Discipline, layoff, termination, demotion
	Hiring and promotion
	Social and recreational opportunities
	Compensation and benefits
	Working conditions
	Company-sponsored training
	Tuition assistance
	Transfer

	Harassment is illegal
	Sexual or non-sexual
	Derogatory or suggestive language
	Derogatory or suggestive posters or literature
	Unwelcome touching
	Woman must sleep with boss to get raise or keep job
	Report any harassment you see to your Supervisor
	Supervisor MUST report up the chain of command
	There must be disciplinary action against confirmed harassers (after a fair hearing)

	Alternatives to Force
	Active, sympathetic listening
	Verbal de-escalation
	Withdraw and call for backup
	Withdraw and call the police
	Use loud, assertive commands (“Drop the knife!”)
	Recruit the assistance of onlookers
	Defang the snake (seize any weapons, strike arms and legs)

	When force is justified
	You must believe that force is necessary
	Your application of force must be reasonable and proportional to the threat
	The aggressor must have the ability to harm you or a third person
	You or a third person must be in imminent danger of being harmed
	You must exhaust all non-violent means first
	You must be without an avenue of escape
	Do not use force to defend property

	Gradations of Force
	You cannot escalate to a higher grade than the threat
	Controlling physical contact (hand on the arm) (low threat)
	Joint control (low threat)
	Pressure points (low threat)
	Chemical controls (medium threat)
	Barehand striking (high threat)
	Baton striking (high threat)
	Pistol (deadly threat)

	When apprehending and detaining, avoid:
	Assault (which can mean creating a fear of being battered)
	Battery (hurtfully or insultingly touching)
	False arrest (taking someone into custody without the legal authority to detain)
	Detaining someone without intending to bring criminal charges against them
	Filing criminal charges without probable cause
	Invasion of privacy

	When you need to apprehend and detain:
	Get backup first
	From a safe distance, communicate your intentions with simple, direct commands
	Have non threatening demeanor and body language
	Move in with extreme caution
	Do not use handcuffs unless the suspect is an extreme threat and you are trained in the use of handcuffs
	Inform your Supervisor; call the police immediately; write up an Incident Report
	Hold the suspect only for a reasonable time (until the police arrive)

	Types of Testimony
	Deposition – recorded oral testimony stated under oath
	Administrative Hearing – Less formal than a courtroom. A formal review of an event in which witnesses tell their story. Conducted by businesses, organizations and government agencies.
	Courtroom testimony

	Testifying in Court
	If it’s been a while since the event, the case is complex, or you’re involved in many similar cases, ask permission to use your notes in court.
	Review your notes and Incident Reports before court
	Discuss your testimony with the Prosecutor beforehand
	Address the jury; make eye contact
	Speak clearly, and loud enough to be heard across the room
	DO NOT mention previous convictions of defendant
	Use last names
	Use “alleged” before “offender” or “victim”
	Address the judge as “Your Honor”
	Answer the questions the Prosecutor asks you, clearly, concisely, and without extraneous information or personal opinion
	Avoid slang; use polite, educated words
	Avoid exaggeration or underestimation
	Delay answers to give your attorney time to object
	Professional image
	Maintain your composure
	When being questioned, make eye contact with the questioning attorney
	When answering, make eye contact with the jury
	Emphasize essential points
	Do not volunteer information
	Review your notes and reports beforehand
	Know the storage and ownership history of the evidence
	Do not argue with attorneys
	Ignore abuse from the opposing attorney
	Be concise and to the point, yet complete
	Remember what makes evidence admissible (next)
	Listen to the entire question before answering
	Be accurate, organized and consistent

	Evidence
	Real evidence (a piece of stolen property) or documentary evidence (a bad check) must be marked for identification and then protected
	Eyewitness should be interviewed and detailed notes taken. Later the eyewitness may testify under oath. Give the eyewitness a copy of your notes to assist his memory just before Court.
	Write an accurate, detailed Incident Report.
	Evidence can be direct or circumstantial. Circumstantial evidence, if strong, can lead to convictions.

	Types of Evidence
	Scientific investigations
	Body substances
	Lay and expert testimony
	Handwriting samples
	Accomplice testimony and confession
	Videotapes, audiotapes, CDs, DVDs, emails, or letters produced by the suspect confirming intent to commit the crime
	Voluntary suspect confession
	Voluntary suspect admission (a damaging statement that falls short of acknowledging guilt)
	Fingerprints
	Voice recognition
	Weapons or tools seized from the accused
	Suspect’s computer data obtained with a search warrant
	Depictions of the crime scene (diagram, photo, drawing, map, model)

	Evidence and Guilt
	Real or physical evidence
	Direct eyewitness testimony
	Circumstantial evidence
	A defendant is presumed innocent until proven guilty
	Civil case: guilt requires preponderance of evidence; burden of proof is on the plaintiff
	Criminal case: guilt requires proof beyond reasonable doubt; burden of proof is on the court

	For evidence to be admissible:
	It must be relevant (proves or disproves an alleged fact)
	It must be material (part of the issue)
	Corpus Delicti (facts that prove a crime was committed, for instance, a murder victim’s body)
	Judicial Notice (readily demonstrable self evident evidence)
	Seized legally
	Not corrupted during collection, storage and transport

	Privileged Communications
	Husband and wife
	Client and Attorney
	Physician and Patient
	With spiritual advisor (priest, minister, rabbi, guru, etc.)
	Some states: with Accountant

	The privilege against self-incrimination
	Requires the government to prove a criminal case against the defendant without the defendant’s assistance as a witness against himself or herself

	Crime Scene Procedures
	Look over the area quickly
	Call for assistance (Supervisor and Police)
	Attend to the injured; call EMS
	Establish point of entry, crime location, and point of exit – and thus, boundary of crime scene
	Close off the area to all but investigators and EMS
	Detailed search
	Collect, mark to identify, protect and preserve evidence
	Wear latex gloves as you collect evidence
	Secure the evidence in an area with controlled access
	Detailed field notes
	Pay attention to victim’s needs
	Incident Report
	Document who possesses evidence between crime and court

	Police Security Liaison
	Police should have private security liaison officers
	Do not contact police unnecessarily
	Learn your local police department’s radio codes
	Cooperative shared training programs
	Professional appearance, manner and reports
	Security uniforms and badges should be clearly distinguishable from those of local police
	High security officer ethics
	Licensing and regulation of security officers
	Help police monitor streets adjoining your facility; inform police of any suspicious activity
	Mutual assistance agreements
	Security officers strive for additional training
	Always share intelligence with the police when appropriate


